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Abstract
In this analysis, I will firstly be presenting the current knowledge concerning the materiality of
the internet based Cloud, which I will henceforth be referring to as simply the Cloud. For
organisation purposes I have created two umbrella categories under which I place the ongoing
research in the field. Scholars have been addressing the issue of Cloud materiality through
broadly two prisms: sociological materiality and geopolitical materiality. The literature of
course deals with the intricacies of the Cloud based on its present ferromagnetic storage
functionality. However, developments in synthetic biology have caused private tech companies
and University spin-oﬀs to flirt with the idea of a DNA-based cloud system. This prospect
inevitably gives birth to unaddressed questions pertaining to the biological (nucleotides
instead of magnetic disks) materiality of an upcoming cloud system of this nature, since the
relevant queries bleed into fields of materiality of the human soul and body and even the
materiality of knowledge and memory. This novel investigation I will be conducting concerns a
speculative cloud model, the technological mechanics of which are presently in an embryonic
stage, and a basic question which is if this fabricated creation could be considered potentially
alive.

iv

Introduction
Before delving into sociological, ecological, political or philosophical debates about the Cloud,
I think that I should politely oﬀer a few definitions of what the Cloud is according to its actual
creators, engineers and moderators. According to Vaquero1 Clouds are a “large pool of easily
usable and accessible virtualised resources (such as hardware, development platforms and/or
services)”. Hewitt2 oﬀers a service-based approach to a Cloud definition in where information
is “permanently stored in servers on the Internet and cached temporarily on clients that
include desktops, entertainment centers, table computers, notebooks, wall computers, handhelds, and so on”. Perhaps the most comprehensive technological definition of Cloud
computing is oﬀered by the National Institute of Standards and Technology3 which deems it as
a “model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of
configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services)
that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management eﬀort or service
provider interaction”. The U.S. Department of Commerce’s Institute goes on to name five
essential characteristics of the Cloud which are: “on demand self-service, broad network
access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity and measured service4”.
These definitions are of course of a technical and regulatory nature. Perhaps trying to
provide precise definitions of the Cloud is of little value, similar to trying to determine the
Vaquero, L.M. et al. A Break in the Clouds: Toward a Cloud Definition, ACM SIGCOMM
Computer Communication Review, Volume 39, Number 1, pg 51, January 2009
1

Hewitt, Carl. ORGs for Scalable, Robust, Privacy-Friendly Client Cloud Computing, IEEE
Internet Computing, Volume: 12, Issue 5, Sept.-Oct. 2008, https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
document/4620101
2

Mell, Peter and Tim Grance. The NIST Definition of Cloud Computing, National Institute of
Standards and Technology, Sept 2011, https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/legacy/sp/
nistspecialpublication800-145.pdf
3

Cloud-Based ACDS and Dialers Come of Age https://www.connectionsmagazine.com/tag/
cloud-based-computing-articles/
4

1

etymology of the word polemic in order to analyse humanity’s passionate propensity towards
warfare. What is however valuable and ultimately necessary for one to determine the nature of
humanity’s entanglement in a new type of Cloud, is to probe the facts and human stories
emanating from today’s Cloud computing reality. In order to speculate about the future DNACloud we must first somewhat understand the ferromagnetic Cloud, the one I am currently
using to save drafts of this text onto a server farm in Siberia or New Mexico or Oregon.

2

Chapter 1. The Cloud’s Nebulous Status Quo - Literature Review

Sociological Materiality
S o c i o l o g i c a l m a t e r i a l i t y is a blanket term I wish to use in the present analysis to
refer to the characteristics of the cloud which scholars have been addressing since its existence
in the last decade or so and which concern the actual material essence of it which is discernible
on the social level; the tactile manifestations of an ostensibly immaterial entity baptised the
cloud, the physical implications of “the_place_between_ the phones. The indefinite place
_out_there_, where the two of you, human beings, actually meet and communicate”5. In
Lacanian terms one might suggest that this form of analysis involves demoting the cloud from
the order of the Imaginary and the Symbolic into the order of the Real. In layman terms, which
I much prefer, the issue up to now in academia is how actually virtual is the cloud, and if it isn’t
actually, what are the socio-political implications. Is the cloud sublime6 or tangible as dog fur?
One key issue which is addressed extensively in a 2018 European University Institute
working paper7 is the possibility that in the future there could be Cloud-based citizenships
and respective rights stemming from such an online political identity (the term digital nativity
is used often). The sperm of such a notion in modern history can be found in the ideologies of
writers like Garry Davis, the WWII B-17 bomber pilot who after the war renounced his
American citizenship in order to declare himself a world citizen8. Digging deeper into the
Sterling, Bruce. Hacker Crackdown, Law and Disorder on the Electronic Frontier. Tradition
Classics, 2013
5

See Mosco, Vincent, The Digital Sublime: Myth, Power, and Cyberspace. MIT Press Cambridge,
MA, 2004
6

Orgad, Liav and Baubock, Rainer. Cloud Communities: The Dawn of Global Citizenship?,
Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies Research Paper No. RSCAS 2018/28, June 1,
2018, Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3195715
7

8

See Davis, Garry. Passport to Freedom: A Guide For World Citizens, Seven Locks Press 2010
3

concept of universal citizenship we stumble upon the hilariously profound teachings of
Diogenes of Sinope (or Diogenes the cynic), who fights the idea that Law is conventional and
local; law is natural and ubiquitous he preaches from within his large ceramic vessel where he
resided in 5th century Athens. The true citizen belongs not to any one city but to the cosmos9.
Here we find the roots of the cosmopolitan (this is the exact term used by Diogenes to
describe himself; among other anecdotes is him publicly wishing that his hunger could vanish
by stroking his stomach, in the same fashion his sexual appetite gave away by stroking his
genitals), one who’s identity is not determined or managed by arbitrary state borders. This idea
is of course extremely revolutionary for its time and has not been properly addressed in
modernity as a possible eﬀective citizenship model for reasons of practicality. Scholars such as
Orgad10, though believe that through the Cloud, it is high time humanity revisits what
citizenship means and if it is now finally possible to name oneself a moral and/or cultural
cosmopolitan11 and perhaps even a virtual citizen.
Orgad - quite optimistically - believes that the concept of a virtual citizen is
convincing today because the Cloud has introduced three key elements to the sociopolitical
pananthropic scene: global interconnectedness, digital identity and global responsibility. In his
view, the adoption of an international legal persona would tackle key political violations taking
place today. First of all human rights: an estimated 1.1 billion people worldwide cannot oﬃcially
prove their identity (78% live in Sub-Saharan Africa and Asia, 40% are children under the age

See Paone, Christopher. Diogenes the Cynic on Law and World Citizenship. in Polis: The Journal
for Ancient Greek Political Thought, 35(2), 478–498. doi: 10.1163/20512996-12340176
9

10

Orgad

See Scheﬄer, Samuel. Conceptions of Cosmopolitanism, In Utilitas, 11 (3):255, p. 255-76; 1999, P.
Kleingeld and E. Brown, Cosmopolitanism; and Appiah, K. A. Cosmopolitanism: Ethics in a World
of Strangers, p. xiv-xvi, New York, NY: Norton, 2007
11

4

of 18 and one in six are under the age of five12, according to the 2017 update of the World
Bank's Identification for Development (ID4D) Global Dataset13. Secondly, violation of the
principle of self-governance which is embedded in the Westphalian model of international legal
order and state sovereignty model. The Westphalian model of citizenship “perpetuates the
monopoly of the state to control the exercise of individual rights. On the national level, the
exercise of rights is connected with the status of citizenship; on the transnational level,
following the development of a standard travel document, the passport, the exercise of
freedom of movement outside the state has become connected with citizenship”14. The third
violation which arrises is the lack of equal representation since current international law favours
territorial sovereignty over population (the one state-one vote rule of the UN General
Assembly creates a misrepresentation of a single person’s position on global matters, ie India’s
vote counts the same as Monaco’s vote).
Orgad believes that blockchain technology (simply put a decentralised Cloud model)
can help pave the way towards a self-sovereign identity, which will in part resolve many of the
aforementioned issues. His rather utopian argument is moderated by the meek confession that
this cosmopolitan identity could only work as a complimentary form of identification and not
as a substitute. However he believes that even as a secondary form of ID, digital personas
could constitute the building blocks of Cloud communities which could reduce the allencompassing powers of sovereign states. A sovereign state according to the declarative theory
of statehood as accepted by customary international law is one with (a) a permanent
population, (b) a defined territory, (c) government and (d) capacity to enter into relations with

Desai, Vyjayanti. Counting the uncounted: 1.1 billion people without IDs, June 6 2017 http://
blogs.worldbank.org/ic4d/counting-uncounted-11-billion-people-without-ids
12

13

https://datacatalog.worldbank.org/dataset/identification-development-global-dataset

14

Orgad, p. 2
5

other states15. Although according to international law there is no such thing as a virtual state,
perhaps the criteria are actually met to protect Cloud communities through international
regulations. Such a community, for instance an online music pirate community or
cryptocurrency holders or virtual religious group (see the Church of the Flying Spaghetti
Monster16) does in fact possess a permanent population (as permanent as a classic Westphalian
state with its constant fluctuations), a defined territory (cyberspace, the Cloud, the internet-ofthings), government (most online communities have some form of organisation and regulatory
functions) and of course the capacity to enter into relations with other (cyber)states.
Orgad’s dynamic and multi-layered analysis of potential contemporary Cloud
sociopolitical dynamics is complimented by Stefania Milan’s multi-text theory of cloudprotesting in which she discusses how the algorithmic environment of social media alters the
dynamics of organised collective action17. However she grounds Orgad’s techno-utopianism
using Bauböck’s views that applications of cloud communities look like “an expansion of civil
society, of international organisations, or of traditional territorial polities into cyberspace,
rather than like genuinely new forms of political community”18. If voluntary association was to
replace ancient regimes such as Ius Sanguinis (bloodline), Ius Soli (place of birth) and Ius Doni
(citizenship by investment), Bauböck suspects that this would mean the end of democracy:
“The rich would form non-territorial polities that provide them with the best medical,
educational and private security services worldwide without taxing them to finance adequate
League of Nations Treaties and International Engagements registered with the Secretariat of
the League of Nations, 1936, Article 1, https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/LON/
Volume%20165/v165.pdf
15

16

https://www.venganza.org/

Milan, Stefania. Cloud Communities and the Materiality of the Digital in Bauböck R. (eds)
Debating Transformations of National Citizenship. 2018 IMISCOE Research Series. Springer,
Cham, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-92719-0_58
17

Bauböck, Rainer. Citizenship in Cloud Cuckoo Land?, DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-92719-0_47.
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/327595562_Citizenship_in_Cloud_Cuckoo_Land
18
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services also for the local poor. The dreams of nationalists of matching ethnocultural political
boundaries would finally come true if the latter are no longer territorial since, unlike territory,
voluntary association is not a scarce resource. The boundaries of political communities would
be constantly reshaped in eﬀorts to get rid of minorities or lower classes who have become
redundant in a digitalised economy”19.
Expanding on the question of territorial essence of the Cloud, scholarly work has been
conducted over the past decade on the issue of Cloud as infrastructure. “Given the
heterogeneous character of systems and institutions referenced by the term, perhaps
‘infrastructure’ is best defined negatively, as those systems without which contemporary
societies cannot function”20. Sandvig21 elaborates on Cloud as infrastructure and distinguishes
two schools of thought; relationists, who utilise the term infrastructure as a semantic symbol in
order to pull the internet into tangible territory. In essence these analysts don’t use the word
infrastructure in the same way most people would perceive it (roads, utilities, hospitals) but in
a looser fashion as a “way to materialise the ephemera of norms and organisations22”.
New materialists on the other hand are scholars who focus on actual tangible material
things like dirt, cables, server farms in order to deduce the cultural truths from corporeal
entities. Both these contemporary schools of materialist thought stem from a Marxist
understanding of material history and commodity as culture bearer. Already in 1974 Raymond
Williams was talking about how the “general trend towards an increasing variability and
miscellaneity of public communications, is evidently part of a whole social experience. It has
19

Bauböck, p. 3

Edwards, P. Infrastructure and Modernity: Force, Time, and Social Organisation in the History of
Sociotechnical Systems, in T. Misa , P. Bray , and A. Feenberg A. (eds) Modernity and Technology,
p. 185–225, Cambridge: MIT Press 2003
20

Sandvig, Christian. The Internet as Infrastructure In The Oxford Handbook of Internet
Studies, Edited by William H. Dutton 2013, DOI: 10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199589074.001.0001
21

22

Sandvig, p. 100
7

profound connections with the growth and development of greater physical and social
mobility, in conditions both of cultural expansion and of consumer rather than community
cultural organisation23”. Beyond infrastructure, according to many analysts such as Sandvig,
there lies something even more essential than infrastructure in order for the Cloud to be
operational: meta-infrastructure. Things like search engines, platforms, cookies, metadata may
seem like algorithmic sorcery but are in fact at the heart of an important academic discussion
concerning software/hardware studies parallel to mind/body studies. This aspect of the present
discussion, I will address in the upcoming analysis of the biological materiality of the Cloud.
The ubiquitous and necessary materiality of this infrastructure, whether material or immaterial
(not an oxymoron in my opinion but perhaps cultural materiality is a safer term than
immaterial materiality), means that at the level of infrastructure and meta-infrastructure,
hardware and software, magnet and algorithm, “hard and soft infrastructure”24, there
undoubtably exists a measure of agency within the Cloud. “Platforms are what platforms do”25,
and most scholars (Gillespie26, Mosco27, Hayles28, Bucher & Helmond29) agree that the Cloud
is certainly not a frictionless, neutral environment. The algorithmic fluidity of machine-

23

Williams, Raymond, Television - Technology and Cultural Form, p.88, Fontana, London 1974

Jewett, T. and Kling, R. The Dynamics of Computerisation in a Social Science Research Team: A
Case Study of Infrastructure, Strategies, and Skills, Social Science Computer Review , 9(2): 246–75,
1991
24

Bratton, Benjamin. The Stack, The Stack: On Software and Sovereignty, p. 41, The MIT Press
2016
25

Gillespie, T. Governance of and by platforms. In J. Burgess, T. Poell, & A. Marwick (Eds.), The
Sage Handbook of Social Media, Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage 2017
26

Mosco, Vincent. The Digital Sublime: Myth, Power, and Cyberspace. MIT Press Cambridge,
MA, 2004
27

28

Hayles, N. K. Writing Machines, Cambridge MA: MIT Press 2002

Bucher, T., & Helmond. A. The Aﬀordances of Social Media Platforms In J. Burgess, T. Poell, &
A. Marwick (Eds.) The Sage Handbook of Social Media, London and New York: Sage
Publications, 2017
29

8

learning platforms which seem to accommodate human interaction is an opaque network that
has “the ability to manipulate the meaning-making process. This manipulation is the result of
the algorithms animating social media, which are typically proprietary and whose behaviour, in
the realm of artificial intelligence, is inaccessible to users and sometimes hard to comprehend
even to designers”30.
Furthermore, much ink has been spilled over political activism (agency and neutrality
issues of the Cloud) staged on and contingent of the existence of Cloud infrastructure. Online
political activism such as Occupy movements, Human Microphone gatherings or Arab Spring
proved that this supposedly virtual nebula was indeed rather physical. The cloud via its
algorithmic representation in the real world (software, platforms, social media) did indeed
provide agency to actual, physical human beings and under-represented groups. This agency in
turn did indeed result in an array of phenomena in the world of blood and pavement, breath
and teargas (the Real), as opposed to that of wireless networks and algorithmically dancing
electrons (the Virtual). The obvious (and optimistic) observation that the cloud isn’t just a
ghost notion but has spawned novel types of online communities consisting of physical entities
(the “social cloud” as described by Milan31) gave way to academic scrutiny which uncovered
that the nature of cloud entities and cloud mechanics is rather problematic and frequently
obscured. The cloud is not a neutral pipe or a primordial platform: the 80s romantic concept
of a free Internet as expressed in seminal texts such as the Hacker Manifesto of 1986 (“This is
our world now... the world of the electron and the switch, the beauty of the baud”) was
obviously a utopia. The real topos, the actual plane of existence of the the cloud, however, is an
omnipresent, meaning-making, algorithmic, chimeric non-site whose bits and bytes are
30

Milan, 2018, p. 7

Milan, Stefania, The Materiality of Clouds. Beyond a Platform-Specific Critique of Contemporary
Activism In Social Media Materialities and Protest: Critical Reflections, edited by Mette
Mortensen, Christina Neumayer, and Thomas Poell, Routledge 2018)
31

9

“typically proprietary, and whose behaviour in the realm of artificial intelligence, is inaccessible
to users”32 and “the architecture of cloud computing is becoming ever more closely
intertwined with geopolitics – from the sharing of intelligence data, to border controls,
immigration decisions, and drone strikes33”.
I would contend that the fleeting and wavering ubiquitous nature of the Cloud, (a
Foucault Panopticon, if you will) with its multi-layered infrastructure of hardware, software,
services and Artificial Intelligence (could we go so far as to deem machine learning and its
respective corporate profit as a marxist notion of surplus value?) is in fact an heterotopia in
Foucault terms. A betwixt and in-between, God-like entity, which although nowhere to be
seen, rules all. I personally find it quite amusing to indicate similarities in the contemporary
ongoing discussion about the Cloud, ie cyberspace management (ICANN), digital
jurisdictions (extradition of cyber-criminals, the US subpoena and mining of European
financial transactions and the ensuing relocation of the major Society for Worldwide Interbank
Financial Telecommunications SWIFT cloud facilities to an underground data centre in
Switzerland34), AI produced legislation (FBI no-fly lists which are in part produced
algorithmically) and place them parallel to the Medieval dispute concerning the Mystical Body
of the Church35 (which was analysed by theologians such as Thomas Waldensis and St.
Augustine of Hippo); how beyond the visible body of the Church there exists an ethereal, allencompassing Church which of course retains its juridicial powers and material prerequisites

32

Milan 2018 pg 7

Amoore, Louise. Cloud geographies: Computing, data, sovereignty from Progress in Human
Geography Vol. 42(1) 4–24 pg 4, 2018
33

34

See Amoore

See Grabowski. S. J. St. Augustine and the Doctrine of the Mystical Body of Christ. Theological
Studies, 7(1), 72–125, 1946 https://doi.org/10.1177/004056394600700103 https://
journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/
10.1177/004056394600700103#articleCitationDownloadContainer
35
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(aquatic baptism or corporeal martyrdom). Time-space discussions in Medieval theology
which were based on binary oppositions such as sacred/profane, urban/rural, visible/invisible,
slowly gave way to a Galilean notion of random emplacement in a universe. “The real scandal
of Galileo’s work lay not so much in his discovery, or rediscovery, that the earth revolved
around the sun, but in his constitution of an infinite, and infinitely open space36”.
In the end it seems as though in this heterotopia called the Cloud, this ostensibly
infinitely open space, there exists a paradox in the notion of such a thing as a Cloud
community. Ambassadors of digital nativity imagine social formations free of borders, sitespecific politicians and a passport (lato sensu) which they never opted-in for. But “the only
reason they can do this is because and insofar as they have a secure territorial citizenship that
protects their fundamental rights and makes them equal members of a political community
that most of them have not chosen to belong to”37. In the end it is diﬃcult to be convinced that
Cloud communities, which are essentially a ‘trustless’ technology38, are capable of replacing
the social contract (Hobbes, Locke, Rouseau) values on which modern, Westphalian
communal identity is based and insofar that they might, they certainly aren’t lacking all the
control mechanisms built in to traditional political organisation. The Cloud, when closely
scrutinised resembles less of an idealised, globally empowering, sociopolitical platform and
more of an Aristophanian cloud: a self-authoritarian hegemony which obscures its identity and
presence. Through the 5th Century BC Greek comedy Clouds, we can better understand the
above-mentioned paradox of Cloud Communities and the overall problematic nature of

Foucault, Michel. Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias, In: Architecture /Mouvement/
Continuité October, 1984; (“Des Espace Autres,” March 1967 Translated from the French by
Jay Miskowiec), http://web.mit.edu/allanmc/www/foucault1.pdf
36

37

Bauböck, p. 2

See De Filippi, Primavera, Citizenship in the Era of Blockchain-Based Virtual Nations, 2018,
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-92719-0_48.
38
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discussing about the political nature of fleeting accumulations of algorithmic entities which
few people can comprehend, when it seems as though the agent in control is an unknown
arbitrary agent (perhaps not human) who can ‘measure the jump of a flea’ and conduct other
important human endeavours.
STREPSIADES
Look! "the Olympian Zeus." Oh! you fool! to believe in Zeus at your age!
PHIDIPPIDES
What is there in that to make you laugh?
STREPSIADES
You are then a tiny little child if you credit such antiquated rubbish! But come here, that I may teach you;
I will tell you something very necessary to know to be a man; but do not repeat it to anybody.
PHIDIPPIDES
Tell me, what is it?
STREPSIADES
Just now you swore by Zeus.
PHIDIPPIDES
Sure I did.
STREPSIADES
Do you see how good it is to learn? Phidippides, there is no Zeus.
PHIDIPPIDES
What is there then?
STREPSIADES
The Cloud has driven out Zeus and is King now.
PHIDIPPIDES
What drivel!
STREPSIADES
You must realise that it is true.
PHIDIPPIDES
And who says so?
STREPSIADES
Socrates, the Melian, and Chaerephon, who knows how to measure the jump of a flea.
12

Geopolitical Materiality
The other well researched aspect of cloud materiality literature which I wish to place under an
umbrella category is g e o p o l i t i c a l m a t e r i a l i t y , ie the physical impact of
globital39 memory on the environment and ‘beyond the screen’ labour. As Bratton wrote in
The Stack: On Software and Sovereignty, “the cloud is not virtual; it is physical even if it is not
always on the ground, even when it is deep underground40”.
There is an immense amount of scholarly text involving the implications of Cloud
computing on labour and specifically new-technology or online (somewhat intangible) labour
(Marx and Engels of course talked about the separation of material and mental labour as a
distinction between town and country in the German Ideology). “The materiality of mental
labour—or cognitive and cultural labour—reaches beyond the city, invades the lifeworlds of a
planet of urban residents, and excretes concrete, silicon, bits, servers, and energy waste
producing an ‘urban landscape’ beyond the city41”. The globalised labour aspect of the
Internet-of-things is a new playing field for Neo-Marxist interpretations of the digital ICTs
(Information Communication Technologies). This type of analysis has been soundly baptised

A rather ingenious term synthesised in Anna Reading, Memory and Digital Media: Six
Dynamics of the Globital Memory Field from On Media Memory Collective Memory in a New
Media Age edited by Neiger et al, Palgrave Macmillan 2011: “‘Globital’ brings together global
with digital through its resonance with ‘bit’ that denotes binary values of 0 and 1 that as a
contiguous sequence make up the smallest meaningful sequence of data – a byte. The term
‘globital’ thus refers in terms of memory to the synergetic combination of the social and
political dynamic of globalization with digitization.”
39

40

Bratton, p. 29

Mahmoudi, Dillon & Levenda Anthony. Beyond the Screen: Uneven Geographies, Digital Labour,
and the City of Cognitive-Cultural Capitalism, In The Materiality of the Immaterial, ICT’s & The
Digital Commons, Ed by Andreas Roos, TripleC Vol. 14, 1:48-162, p 104, 2016
41
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cognitive–cultural capitalism, and is deeply theorised by scholars such as A.J. Scott42 who
discuss the social tensions and political economy surrounding digital labour at the sites of
production and/or consumption of ICT goods, and analysts (such as Fuchs and Sandoval43) in
the field have shared much of their fieldwork which paints a rather grim picture: From the
cassiterite mines (a mineral necessary to manufacture laptops) in the Democratic Republic of
Congo, to 12hr days with only 2 days oﬀ per month in the Foxconn iPad (among other Cloud
commodities) factory in Shenzen, China but also interviews with software engineers in Silicon
Valley attest to the fact that the labour situation in place at the moment which supports the
ongoing need for humanity’s digital memory frenzy is all but peachy.
In the eco context of geopolitical materiality, I consider seminal the research of Tanya
Notley and Anna Reading44 on the dark material realities lurking beneath the myth of cloud
immateriality. The essence of their work addresses the problematic nature of the cloud as a
metaphor which carries connotations of virtuality when in fact the realisation of contemporary
humanity’s digital memory needs presupposes a huge ecological footprint on the planet due to
mining of rare minerals, toxic by-products and unethical labour practices necessary to
fabricate and accommodate “cloud vehicles” such as cell phones and server farms. Reading and
Notley discuss the notion of “hidden material commodity chains of digital memory45” through
the example of the Save Malaysia organisation, which is fighting the transnational corporation
Lynas from processing rare materials in Pahang; these rare materials are some of the 19 mined
See Scott, Allen J. Beyond the Creative City: Cognitive–CulturalCapitalism and the New
Urbanism, In Regional Studies, Vol. 48, No. 4, 565–578, 2014 http://dx.doi.org/
10.1080/00343404.2014.891010, https://rsa.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/
10.1080/00343404.2014.891010
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See Fuchs, Christian & Sandoval, Marisol, Digital Workers of the World Unite! A Framework for
Critically Theorising and Analysing Digital Labour, In tripleC Vol 12 No 2, 2014
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Reading, Anna & Notley, Tany. The materiality of globital memory: bringing the cloud to earth, In
Continuum, 29:4, 511-521, 2015
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Reading & Notley p. 513
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minerals necessary to manufacture the guts of a smart phone. In this analysis there is a
deliberate confusion of the term memory and its actual vehicles of representation, which
creates the question is information the same as the red pixels on a cellphone screen. Is human
memory now digital memory?
This question is central to my future research pertaining to the essence of the DNA
Cloud and has been addressed in memory studies since antiquity. “Plato, Aristotle, St
Augustine, Descartes or Spinoza, scholars in diﬀerent contexts and disciplines tried to
establish new epistemologies, focusing not on time per se but on the processes that interlace
matter and memory, ‘matters of fact’ and ‘matters of concern’, nature and history. One could
think in this respect of White-head’s process philosophy, Peircian semiotics, Bergson’s concept
of virtuality, Bakhtin’s notion of voice (Bakhtin, 1973), or Tarde’s theory of invention, imitation
and opposition.46”
I agree with Deleuze and Guattari in that there is no such as thing as information
without a voice of mediation, or actually many voices of mediation - ‘heteroglossia’ - as
Bakhtin47 reminds us; a material cloud network needs a molecularly solid agent in which digital
memory can live and a black mirror through which digital memory can disseminate.
“Translatability of any kind requires a single substance of expression. One can constitute
signifying chains operating with deterritorialised, digitalised, discrete elements only if there is
a semiological screen available, a wall to protect them. One can make subjective choices
between two chains or at each point in a chain only if no outside tempest sweeps away the
chains and subjects. One can form a web of subjectivities only if one possesses a central eye, a
black hole capturing everything that would exceed or transform either the assigned aﬀects or
Kontopodis, Michalis, Editorial: Time. Matter. Multiplicity, Memory Studies, 2(1), 5–10, 2009
DOI: 10.1177/1750698008097391
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See Bakhtin, Mikhail, The Dialogic Imagination, 1981 University of Texas Press 1981
https://carlos.public.iastate.edu/607/readings/bakhtin.pdf
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the dominant significations.48” This central eye is the Cloud, it can only be the Cloud, the
internet-of-things; without it digital memory dissipates into mist. Without real, solid, tactile
earthly minerals the Cloud evaporates.
As far as Cloud materiality in Earth’s ecosystem, Reading and Notley (2015) discuss
mediated memory, starting from the anthropocentric connection of memory and material such
as ochre pigments in cave drawings from 30,000 years ago, silk and spice routes, mining gold,
lapis lazuli, barium chromate or titanium white in order to create western civilisation. Beyond
this connection though, they proceed to analyse global digital (globital) memory as rare earth:
through details about the components of digital communication technologies (fibre optic cable
use Pr and Er, the optical glass in digital cameras use Ce, La, Nd, Er, Gd, Yb, the making of
digital screens needs EU, Ce, La, Pr and hard disc drives, microphones and handheld wireless
devices use Nd, Pr, Dy, Tb, Sm, Tm49). The important aspect of this analysis is that although
the benefits of Cloud computing are potentially global, the environmental toll is certainly not.
Approximately 80% of the mining of rare earths is conducted in China at the moment50, and it
seems as though there is a hushed consensus to leave the messy radioactive footprint aspect of
the Internet to a specific part of the sphere for now, but already mining corporations like Lynas
are searching for alternatives. The text proceeds in interviewing members of the community
aﬀected by the Lynas mines and how the presence of the mining corporation in their territory
has been established through a well organised bureaucratic, political mechanism which left no
space for local opinion. In the end it is paramount to address how global digital memory is

Deleuze, Gilles, and Félix Guattari. A thousand plateaus: capitalism and schizophrenia. p. 179,
London: Continuum 2004
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See United States Geological Survey https://pubs.usgs.gov/fs/2002/fs087-02/ and Mills,
Richard. Rare earths in the cross-hairs of new high-tech arms race, Oct 29, 2018, http://
www.mining.com/web/rare-earths-cross-hairs-new-high-tech-arms-race/
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thick with unfair, unbalanced agreements and antagonisms which stem from the friction
created by the very, very grounded reality of Cloud memory.
As Bratton declares when analysing the Nomos of the Cloud: “Networks make space
and take space, and like any other architecture, by their inscriptions into a given location, they
exclude other possibilities from being there. Networks dwell diﬀerently than buildings do,
however, and they exceed what a bipedal hominid would recognize as a single location, but
they are nevertheless placeful.51”
In this “neoliberal noösphere of billions of smart-phones, RFID (radio frequency
identification) chips and QR (Quick Response) codes, and trillions of social-media data trails
on preferences and purchases of physical commodities, services and media content52”, the
truth behind techno-utopianism of the Clay Shirky type53 (cognitive surplus and online hivemind revolutions) can easily be obfuscated. Just as August Comte wrote in the beginning of the
19th century about machine/capitalist positivism (capitalism is the ultimate level of social
development, and any attempt towards its violent change are futile and the goal of social
equilibrium is reached through ‘new religion’, a cult of an immaterial higher essence), it is
necessary to call out or at least mediate passionate ambassadors of global digital utopianism in
the same way Karl Marx did in one of his 1866 letters to Engels where he states: “I am studying
Comte on the side just now, as the English and French are making such a fuss of the fellow.
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Bratton, p. 29

Wyly, Elvin, The city of cognitive–cultural capitalism, In City: analysis of urban trends,
culture, theory, policy, action VOL. 17, NO. 3, p. 392, 2013, http://dx.doi.org/
10.1080/13604813.2013.807014
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See Shirky, Clay. Cognitive Surplus: Creativity and Generosity in a Connected Age, Penguin Press
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What seduces them about him is his encyclopaedic quality, la synthèse. But that is pitiful when
compared with Hegel […] And this shitty positivism came out in 1832!”54.

Marx to Engels. 7 July 1866, p. 292, In Karl Marx - Frederick Engels, Volume 42 Letters
1864-68, Lawrence & Wishart E-Book, 2010
54
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Chapter 2. Contemporary Cloud Prospects

Roy Batty: I've done questionable things.
Tyrell:
Also extraordinary things. Revel in your time.
Roy Batty: Nothing the God of bio-mechanics wouldn't let you in heaven for.
— Bladerunner, 1982
I think computer viruses should count as life. I think it says something about human nature
that the only form of life we have created so far is purely destructive. We've created life in our
own image.
— Stephen Hawking
www.independent.co.uk, Sunday 18 September 2011
Biological Materiality
The aforementioned apposition of the research conducted by scholars such as Stefania Milan
(cloud communities and activist agency), Louise Amoore (cloud geographies) and Anna
Reading (digital archaeology) eﬀectively acts as a literature review (inevitably stained
throughout with my own thoughts and input) as far as geopolitical and ecological cloud
materiality are concerned, and an adequate preamble to future investigations into new morphs
of Cloud. But what exactly are these novel forms that the Cloud may soon adopt? The state of
the art research in the field will hopefully be furthered by my quasi-speculative analysis of a
budding type of Cloud materiality that we must shyly start to consider: b i o l o g i c a l
m a t e r i a l i t y.
As we speak, there is ground-breaking research being conducted in the fields of
genetics, bio-informatics and synthetic biology, funded by colossi such as Microsoft and Twist
Bioscience in collaboration with Universities such as MIT (and its spinoﬀ CATALOG) and the
University of Washington. According to Microsoft, which is heavily invested in DNA data
storage research & development in the past years, through the technology which is currently
being perfected, the “amount of data in a big data center (could be) compressed into a few
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sugar cubes. Or all the publicly accessible data on the Internet slipped into a shoebox55”. How
much data is - or is expected to be - on the internet, or rather the datasphere (as is the proper
wording in tech communities) in the foreseeable future? The International Data Corporation
(IDC) expects that the amount of information on the “Global Datasphere will grow from 33
Zettabytes (ZB) in 2018 to 175 ZB by 202556.” In a scale more comprehendible to us gigabyte
people (a zettabyte contains 10007 bytes) 175 ZB is 175,000,000,000,000 Gigabytes, which as
IDC’s Dave Reinsel (Sr. Vice President, Global Datasphere, IoT Departments) eloquently puts
would look like “a stack of discs that can get you to the moon 23 times57”
These companies and Institutes are intensively exploring DNA digital data storage,
since conventional computer storage is hitting physical limits whereas DNA is the densest and
most resilient media of storage known to man. In essence, storing the cloud on magnetic discs
which reside on server farms is expensive and with much of the developing world wanting to
be a part of the global memory party, the old system will soon be rendered unsustainable.Valid
projections are quite dystopian: 20% of all electricity produced worldwide in 2025 will be
funnelled towards the ICT industry58 or that Japan’s 2030 power requirements for digital
services will surpass the country’s present generation capacity59. Given that global digital
knowledge (everything stored digitally on the internet) reached an estimated 44 trillion
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https://blogs.microsoft.com/ai/synthetic-dna-storage-milestone/ accessed 10 Oct 2019

Reinsel, David, Gantz, John, Rydning John. The Digitization of the World From Edge to Core IDC White Paper, November 2018, https://www.seagate.com/files/www-content/our-story/
trends/files/idc-seagate-dataage-whitepaper.pdf
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Andrae, Anders. Total Consumer Power Consumption Forecast from the Nordic Digital Business
Summit, Helsinki, Finland, October 5, 2017
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See Bridle, James, Technology and the End of the Future, Verso 2018
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gigabytes (GB) in 202060 and may reach approximately four times that in 202561, it is of course
logical that the industry revolving around the cloud is looking for alternatives. And they seem
to have found the solution in the most eﬃcient memory device ever created after the big
boom: DNA. In 2016 Microsoft successfully coded and sequenced (read) approximately 200
megabytes of digital data onto/from synthetic DNA. The MIT spinoﬀ Catalog is using a
cheaper method today involving less base pairs than the procedure utilised by Microsoft in
their accomplishment and “this approach should have the company reaching costs competitive
with tape storage within a few years, once it scales up automation62”. In June 2019 CATALOG
successfully backed up the entire English version of Wikipedia - 16GB of digital information into prefabricated DNA strands that fit into a lab vial via a DNA writing machine63 (at a rate of
4 megabits per second).
Beyond eﬃciency, DNA storage oﬀers data longevity in comparison to the types of
media storage which are currently used. “DNA is time tested by nature, with DNA sequences
having been read from fossils thousands of years old. When kept away from light and humidity
and at reasonable temperatures, DNA can last for centuries to millennia compared with
decades, the typical lifetime for archival storage media such as commercial tape and optical
disks.64”
In layman’s terminology, I shall briefly explain how this technology works and why it
seems like a necessity for the future. I will of course leave the technical babble to the experts:
Zhirnov Victor et al. Nucleic Acid Memory, Nature Materials volume 15, pages 366–370, 2016,
doi: 10.1038/nmat4594
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Ceze, Luis et al. Molecular digital data storage using DNA In Nature Reviews: Genetics p. 456,
Vol 20, August 2019, https://www.nature.com/articles/s41576-019-0125-3.pdf
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The basic process in DNA data storage involves encoding digital information into
DNA sequences (encoding), writing the sequences into actual DNA molecules
(synthesis), physically conditioning and organizing them into a library for long- term
storage, retrieving and selectively accessing them (random access), reading the
molecules (sequencing) and converting them back to digital data (decoding).65
A computer reads the binary data and generates instructions for our liquid handler to
move around our premade short pieces of DNA, and combine them in combinations
that represents the ones and zeros that we want to store. Another machine then collects
the encoded DNA molecules and concentrates them into pellet form. To retrieve the
information, the pellets are rehydrated and the DNA molecules are read by a genome
sequencer, in a method that is essentially error-free.66

Furthermore on why this novel storage solution seems imperative:
“DNA-based storage has the potential to be the ultimate archival storage solution: it is
extremely dense and durable.While this is not practical yet due to the current state of
DNA synthesis and sequencing, both technologies are improving at an exponential rate
with advances in the biotechnology industry. Given the impending limits of silicon
technology, we believe that hybrid silicon and biochemical systems are worth serious
consideration: time is ripe for computer architects to consider incorporating
biomolecules as an integral part of computer design. DNA-based storage is one clear
example of this direction. Biotechnology has benefited tremendously from progress in
silicon technology developed by the computer industry; perhaps now is the time for
the computer industry to borrow back from the biotechnology industry to advance the
state of the art in computer systems.67”
There are just too many people in the world, with too many aﬃliated data and the solution to eﬃciently and durably - store this digital civilization (or Datasphere, or Cloud, or Internet of
Things) is lurking within our own encoded existence: the alphabet of DNA. In a nutshell the
binary alphabet of the digital realm - zeros and ones - is being translated into the quaternary
alphabet of genetic code, ie the four bases (the part of DNA which stores information) of the
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DNA molecule which are Adenine (A), Cytosine (C), Guanine (G) and Thymine (T). So,
roughly speaking: 01010101 into TAATACG. Or to be more accurate, let’s use the latest, at the
time of writing this text, example of a complete system of writing/reading human civilization
into DNA. In March 2019 a team at the University of Washington funded by Microsoft created
an “automated end-to-end DNA data storage device (which) […] encodes data into a DNA
sequence, which is then written to a DNA oligonucleotide using a custom DNA synthesizer,
pooled for liquid storage, and read using a nanopore sequencer and a novel, minimal
preparation protocol68”. In fact they created a machine which can convert the English word
“HELLO” from a 5-byte message (01001000 01000101 01001100 01001100 0100111169 in binary
bits) to a specific sequence of DNA base pairs, store it and read it.

Reverberations of a possible DNA CLOUD
This may well be the future of global memory the only way to preserve human digital
civilization (and thus civilization as a whole, one might very well argue). However the issues
which arise from implementing such technology do not pertain only to genetic sequencing and
Information Technology; this is no more the sphere of nerdy tech-talk and bio-informatics

Takahasi Christopher N. Et al. Demonstration of End-to-End Automation of DNA Data Storage,
In Nature: Scientific Reports 9, Article number: 4998 21 March 2019, Accessed at https://
www.nature.com/articles/s41598-019-41228-8
68
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see previous
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companies racing towards an eﬃcient genetic storage solution.70. These new hard drives are not
hard at all. These new hard drives are made out of the Stuﬀ that you and I are composed from:
DNA. Does this make us family? I’m not sure of that yet but my point is that it’s high time
scholars began investigating the ontology of this new Thing. We need to scrutinize its
ingredients and draw conclusions about bioethical, legal, philosophical, theological,
anthropological - to name a few - aspects of our upcoming memory vehicle in the future.
Before composing any legal framework concerning cloning or abortions for instance, social
consensus must be reached on the topic of the beginning of life. This consensus is determined
by studies in neurology, embryology and cognitive science but also theology and philosophy
that study consciousness, the central nervous system, the mind-body problem, embryo
development, religious dogma, all of the above. I propose that the same scrutiny is necessary
before allowing the actualization of this grand venture by data storage corporations, because
the technology is already lurking in labs and has already started to show its face in the
commercial world (like Twist Bioscience’s recent Oligo Pool advertisements, ie “single-

Concerning economic eﬃciency of DNA storage see Zhirnov Victor et al. Nucleic Acid
Memory, In Nature Materials p. 367 Vol. 15, April 2016: “The Human Genome Project took 13
years, 40 institutions and US$3.8 billion to complete. However, today a single sequencer in one
lab can process a genome in one day, 14,000 times faster and 2 million times less expensive
than it was for the 40 labs combined, in part because of the technological advances resulting
from that eﬀort. More specifically, the sequencing price per megabase (Mb) was US$31,250 in
2002; today it is about US$0.63 per Mb, a 50,000-fold decrease. According to the National
Human Genome Research Institute, the cost to sequence a genome has outpaced Moore's Law
since 2008. Further improvements in sequencing throughput (>104) and parallelization (>107)
are expected in the next 5 years. Emerging technologies such as nanopore sequencing will
further reduce errors, cost, time and energetics during reading. Current costs to read and write
DNA are ∼10−7 and ∼10−4 US$ per bit, respectively. Although the cost to sequence DNA has
dropped from ∼0.1 to ∼10−7 US$ per bit in 10 years, synthesis costs have decreased more slowly
than sequencing costs yet still considerably faster than Moore's Law.”
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stranded oligonucleotides synthesized using silicon-based DNA writing technology71”). The
fact that this uncanny technology, this limitless storage endeavor has been hiding in our own
cells for millions of years is quite unsettling. As Sadie Plant states,
like all varieties of cultural change, technological development was supposed to
proceed step after step and one at a time. […] It suddenly seemed as if all the
components and tendencies which were now feeding into this virtual zone had been
made for it before it had even been named; as though all the ostensible reasons and
motivations underlying their development had merely provided occasions for the
emergence of a matrix […] as though the present was being reeled into a future which
had always been guiding the past, washing back over precedents completely unaware of
its influence72.
We need to ask how does a Deoxyribonucleic based cloud aﬀect our view of everything that
has been written about the Cloud thus far. It is surely a question of ontology and material
culture. How does substituting the material host (from magnet to nucleotide) of an
omnipresent, religious almost institution like the Cloud alter its essence. Obviously, it changes
everything and much of the analysis surrounding the internet of things and the Cloud needs to
be reevaluated. Should this device/being/Thing be considered living, dead, or maybe a
zombified betwixt and in-between existence?
Until now the known model is that of digitization of memory/knowledge/soul. Analog
to digital. Recording a photo of your analog pearly white selfie onto a digital device. This new
prospect involves a further step of transcribing the binary computer code back into the lexicon
of living things (A,C, G, T) and ideally when the technology is optimised, skipping the stage of
digitization and translating analog memory/knowledge/soul into the quaternary alphabet of
the genome with some sort of genetic recording device.
See https://www.twistbioscience.com/products/oligopools?
utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Oligos-NorthAmerica&utm_term=Oligo&utm_content=Oligos-NorthAmerica&gclid=Cj0KCQjwrfvsBRD7ARIsAKuDvMMaHELKsEygGH8R7GVqccB2qa6iqlzj9
A-Y74Sa2zSBoje0eL3fr8waAjrcEALw_wcB
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As far as these ontological queries are concerned we seem to have a tenebrous area screaming
for elucidation: in this future model of Cloud reality, what is the material nature of its
components and what are its components exactly? Is it just DNA and information? We may
easily agree on that but then many scholars will begin to strongly disagree on what is the nature
of DNA and what is the nature of information? Are they binary (or quaternary when
transcribed to DNA) and what does binary knowledge imply? Is it all just code? The threshold
between analog and digital has been the million dollar question for AI philosophers and sci-fi
enthusiasts for a while now, but could this evolution of Cloud memory into a living thing
illuminate our own binary (excuse me, quaternary) essence? All that is considered human is
written on Nucleotides via the A, C, G, T alphabet so why does this ostensibly anthropic
semiotic system diﬀer from machine learning? Many scholars, such as Harari73 argue that it
doesn’t and that human consciousness (or the delusion of it) is merely complicated biochemical
algorithms working towards the survival of the species.
From Sophia to silicon74 but then back to Sophia version 2, that is back to a
metaphysical, hypostatic, primordial, vague, intangible version of memory/knowledge/soul, ie
the Cloud. We need to determine the problems involving this new Cloud hovering above our
heads but flowing through our blood at the same time. What is the morphology of information
in the upcoming cloud? Digital? Biological? A bastardized in-between version perhaps. And
most importantly does it actually matter to baptize our soul with an adjective that is a mere
semiotic reference? Couldn’t the new Cloud be a trans-substantial existence? I declare that it
can be and what is left to be investigated are the substances involved and what ontological
implications are entailed.
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Sci-fi dystopia since the age of Olaf Stapledon (Last and First Men, 1930) has been
feeding generations of imaginations with themes about machines become human and humans
become machines; visions of hybridity and dreams of beautiful bastardization. Through this
investigation of the imminent DNA Cloud I wish to address the sixty-two question marks I
placed in the preceding paragraphs and the most important question at the core of my
investigation: is the DNA Cloud alive? The answer(s) to this query will determine what needs
to be investigated in future research.
To find answers but most importantly to pinpoint questions, I will be utilizing
concepts and research from various fields: philosophy, theology, culture studies, digital religion
studies75, genetics, bio-semiotics76 and medical law concerning the nature of knowledge, the
soul, existence, life. When taking these deep dives into unexplored territory, one must first
concentrate on survival. Likewise, the author of such exploratory essays must scavenge and
hunt whatever literary beasts he can in order to sustain his goal and navigate the chaos.
As Huizinga beautifully phrased it in his 1938 foreword to Homo Ludens:
The reader of these pages should not look for detailed documentation of every word.
In treating of the general problems of culture one is constantly obliged to undertake
predatory incursions into provinces not suﬃciently explored by the raider himself. To
fill in all the gaps in my knowledge beforehand was out of the question for me. I had to
write now, or not at all. And I wanted to write77.

See Campbell, Heidi. Digital Religion: Understanding Religious Practice in New Media Worlds,
2012 & Playing with Religion in Digital Games, 2014
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See Hoﬀmeyer, Jesper. Code-Duality and the Semiotics of Nature, pp. 117-166 in Myrdene
Anderson and Floyd Merrell (eds.): On Semiotic Modeling. Mouton de Gruyter, Berlin and
New York, 1991.
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Chapter 3. Adding Sapiens to Homo: Contemporary Consciousness Studies

Thus strangely are our souls constructed, and by such slight ligaments are we bound to
prosperity or ruin78.
— Mary Shelley
Frankenstein
Consciousness is a fascinating but elusive phenomenon. It is impossible to specify what it is,
what it does, or why it evolved. Nothing worth reading has been written on it.79
— Stuart Sutherland
The International Dictionary of Psychology

In order to answer my core question - is the DNA Cloud alive - let us first make a hypothesis
that it may very well be, and so deserves a classification, a name. I believe something along the
lines of Nebula carnem (latin: meat cloud) is appropriate. Now that the unborn beast has been
antecedently baptized, we should go ahead and address the ancient elephant in the room,
which is the perennial question: what is life? In order to determine if a subject is animate - thus
deserving the special overall attention that is given to cognizant entities - we need to provide a
definition of life; and here is where most contemporary analyses of this sort tend to protract
into humanistic philosophical discussions which are in one way or another oﬀspring of (either
congruent or dissenting) Cartesian dualism, ie reflecting on human life as “an immaterial soul
or mind working inside an extended material body functioning according to the mechanical
laws of nature80”. In fact after the Middle Ages, via the Italian Renaissance, Catholic
Reformation and most prominently through the teachings of the 17th-18th century
Shelley, Mary Wollstonecraft, 1797-1851. Frankenstein, Or, The Modern Prometheus : the 1818
Text, p 38. Oxford ; New York : Oxford University Press, 1998
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Belin Stable July-Sept 1989, p. 391, https://www.jstor.org/stable/40903062
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Enlightenment “Sapere Aude!81” principles circulated by Spinoza, Hume, Rousseau, Adam
Smith, Bacon and Descartes (by no means an exhaustive list), we see a turn of human thinking
away from the Church and Monarchy and an eﬀort for humans to become “masters of their
fate82” through “education, method, reason and freedom83”.
There was a common denominator throughout the Renaissance, Reformation and the
Enlightenment which was completely ground-breaking after a millennium of Pan-European
orthodoxy (what is slanderously labeled as the Dark Ages or dismissed as the Middle Ages
since supposedly during that time there was “a lack of 'secular achievement' which symbolized
complete intellectual darkness84”). This common denominator which shaped human thinking,
civil society, science and education in Modernity and all the way through to Post-Modernity is
Humanism. The field of thought which was thus (re)born through humanistic approaches to
the major questions which have riddled thinkers since Homer’s Epics, ie what is Life, what is a
Soul etc, can be generally labeled consciousness studies. Since humanism taught you that you
have the right to self-determination, that must mean that there is something called a self. But
what that self consisted of exactly was and still is an enigma worthy of myriads of philosophers’
spilled ink;
This shift from sacred to secular domination and from superstition to modern (and
contemporary) science meant that “what is available to perception ‘out there’ is an orderly and
systematic universe, potentially the same for everyone (and) this decontextualized ‘truth’ can
be accurately described in objective cause and eﬀect statements about a structured ‘reality’ that

“Have courage to use your own understanding!” A quote originally attributed to Horace but
made famous by Immanuel Kant’s An Answer to the Question: "What is Enlightenment?”, 1784
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can be measured, predicted and controlled85”. Post-modern consciousness studies, while still
utilizing a humanistic (anthropocentric) approach to consciousness, declare that the focus of
such studies should be the communal person, rather than the single person, in the same
manner that Aristotle preached the impossibility of the isolated soul, since that would
essentially be “a man who is incapable of entering into partnership, or who is so self-suﬃcing
that he has no need to do so, is no part of a state, so that he must be either a lower animal or a
god86”.
Post-modernity’s greatest contribution87 to the questions surrounding life and
consciousness is lifting scholars’ prisms away from a ‘selfie-shot’ analysis and using more of a
‘drone-footage’ approach. Studying the soul cannot be a dogmatic quest for universal standards
since any ‘truth’ is anchored by linguistic (semiotic) and cultural locality. “The subject is not a
simple fact that can be immediately apprehended as such, but is a social, cultural, and historical
creation, that is, a mediated object. Personhood (or individuality) is not a given nor is it
something earned as the final stage of successful socialization and development. Rather, it is a
sociocultural product, mediated by the underlying principles and structures of a particular
social system that define what it means (the concept) and what it is (the actuality) to be a
person88”.
While the jump from modernist mono-anthropocentricity (Man) to post-modernist
poly-anthropocentricity (Men) brought about extraordinary ideas which subjectified the mind/
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For a comprehensive review of fascinating postmodern studies in consciousness studies see
Krippner & Winkler
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Sampson, Edward E. Deconstructing Psychology's Subject, The Journal of Mind and
Behavior, p. 136 Vol. 4, No. 2, Spring 1983
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body problem and accused the studies on life, soul and consciousness up to that point as being
too site-specific, rarely did scholars before the end of the 20th century make the next cognitive
leap: de-humanizing all criteria pertaining to the question ‘what is life’.
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Chapter 4. Taking Homo out of Sapiens: A New Approach

Cyclops, you wish to know my name? I’ll reveal it to you; My name is No-one. My mother and
my father and all of my friends all call me No-one.89
— Homer
Odyssey
Watch out for worlds behind you.90
— The Velvet Underground
Sunday Morning

The Problematic Nature of Humanistic Criteria
If I am to oﬀer any contemporary, honest and meaningful scrutiny pertaining to the
conceivable biological existentialism of Nebula carnem, I must first decenter my own species
from the rank of ultimate evaluator and taxonomist of living and non-living, primary and
secondary, sentient and oblivious. The humanistic criteria developed over the past half
millennium need to be challenged and a novel, truly current assemblage of guidelines (not
canons), stemming from various disciplines need to be created. The old definitions leave no
leeway for introducing new life forms into homo sapiens’ exclusive travelers lounge. Seminal
works on consciousness studies more or less agree that in order to be alive, ie conscious, one
must possess “self-awareness in the forms of (a) witnessing or having witnessed potential
evidence about oneself, (b) inner awareness of this witnessing when it occurred, (c) inner
awareness and self-awareness as involved in (if necessary) remembering having witnessed that
89

Homer, Odyssey, Rhapsody I 366-367, transl. by author

Κύκλωψ, εἰρωτᾷς μ' ὄνομα κλυτόν; αὐτὰρ ἐγώ τοι
ἐξερέω· σὺ δέ μοι δὸς ξείνιον, ὥς περ ὑπέστης.
Οὖτις ἐμοί γ' ὄνομα· Οὖτιν δέ με κικλήσκουσι
μήτηρ ἠδὲ πατὴρ ἠδ' ἄλλοι πάντες ἑταῖροι.

From The Velvet Underground's “Sunday Morning”. William Gibson states in interviews that
the epigraph of Neuromancer would be this phrase, See http://www.cyberartsweb.org/cpace/
scifi/gibson/pillsbury.html
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evidence, (d) occurrent awareness of features of one's character or personality, and (e) bringing
self-witnessed evidence to bear in judging of the latter91”.
The fundamental problem with these definitions is exactly that: they are purely
definitions, ie linguistic creations, semantic systems with intricate syntax which dissect and
organise their own selves essentially: Q: What is life? A: Consciousness. Beautifully put, but
what is consciousness? Easy, it’s self-awareness. O how eloquent indeed, but what is selfawareness? Well, witnessing and remembering and also perhaps cognition, creating,
procreating and adapting and the list of potential synonyms and classifications has been
expanding or shrinking depending on the agents preaching any specific theory. For instance, if
the ability to reproduce or at least strive for sexual expression is amongst the criteria
connected with living, then China’s 1979 one-child policy92 or 20th century eugenics statutes
and case law such as Buck vs. Bell93 (1927) allowing the sexual sterilization of the “feebleminded” or “unfit” in Virginia, arbitrarily exclude many living beings from the class of selfruling and conscious entities. On the other hand the French company Hotdoll94 which
manufactures sex-dolls for dogs obviously includes other species, beyond humans, in the
privileged club of the self-aware and thus sexually unsatisfied. However tragic the connection
between government-led mandatory vasectomies in the United States (less than a century ago)
and sexually frustrated canines, the point is that the definition of who or what is entitled to the
appellation of really alive, meaning conscious and self-aware is - since the humanist revolution
Natsoulas, Thomas. Consciousness and Self-Awareness - Part I: Consciousness, Consciousness, and
Consciousness, p. 53 The Institute of Mind and Behavior, Inc. The Journal of Mind and Behavior,
Volume 18, Number 1, Winter 1997
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which in 2015 amusingly changed into a two-child law. See Li, Shiyu & Lin, Shuanglin.
Population ageing and China's social security reforms, Journal of Policy Modeling, Volume 38, Issue
1, ps 65-95, Jan-Feb 2016, https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/
S0161893815001027?via%3Dihub
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- a matter of agent definition, driven by ideological or economical motivation, which is usually
one and the same.
Who, then, is to define life? Why life itself. Yes, Nebula carnem is an artificial being, it
has been fabricated by human agents and deemed (by human agents) a non-living thing,
basically an eﬃcient hard drive. So we supposedly unanimously agree that there’s no way it can
be considered alive based on current bio-precedents. But these precedents have been set into
place by us, the fabricators, who obviously have an interest in considering our fabrications
inanimate. No use for a hard drive that’ll organize unions within server farms. What I’m
proposing for the classification of the MeatCloud is a subjective ontology free from the
“obligation to perform for the gaze of an outside observer95”. A fundamental divorce with the
semiotic systems which use anthropos as a reference to all truths in the universe. A new
biology in where we study these organisms (or systems, or whatever semiotic reference we
ineﬀectively use for man-made creature/creations) which “- though designed and implemented
by humans - sense their environments and act on them directly. Their actions aﬀect the
environment and, hence, the creature’s future perceptions. All this without further human
intervention. The human is taken out of the loop96”.

Artificial Life Studies
Thus after centuries of top down analyses of earthly biological phenomena, a new science
meekly arose which began to ask questions concerning human fabrications and the potential
life within those. In 1989 Christopher Langton wrote what is now considered the seminal text

Clark, Nigel. Rear-view Mirrorshades: The Recursive Generation of the Cyberbody, In
Cyberspace/Cyberbodies/Cyberpunk: Cultures of Technological Embodiment, p. 130, Mike
Featherstone and Roger Burrows, London: SAGE, 1995.
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Franklin, Stanley P. Artificial Minds, p. 187 MIT Press 1997
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on these dilemmas97 which are philosophical, biological, neurological, ethological, social
behaviorist only to name a few disciplines involved. The definition of Artificial Life or what
today is known as ALife:
Artificial Life is simply the synthetic approach to biology: rather than take living things
apart, Artificial Life attempts to put livings things together. But Artificial Life is more
than this. To understand the overall aims of the Artificial Life enterprise, one needs to
do the following: 1) Broaden the scope of the attempts beyond simply recreating ‘the
living state’ to the synthesis of any and all biological phenomena, from viral selfassembly to the evolution of the entire biosphere, 2) Couple this with the observation
that there is no reason in principle why the parts we use in our attempts to synthesise
these biological phenomena need to be restricted to carbon-chained chemistry, 3) Note
that we expect the synthetic approach to lead us not only to, but quite often beyond,
known biological phenomena: beyond life-as-we-know-it into the realm of life-as-itcould-be.

A key aspect of ALife studies is its distinctness with Artificial Intelligence Studies. Although
their subjects (potentially cognisant creations) and methodologies (synthesizing, simulating,
stimulating, observing) do sometimes overlap, most common AI models are “top-down
specified serial systems involving a complicated, centralised controller that makes decisions
based on access to all aspects of global state (whereas) “ALife’s models are bottom-up specified,
parallel systems of simple agents interacting locally.98” The totality of the organism’s cognitive
abilities, self-awareness and traditional biological functions are objectively (un-anthropically)
observed - not so much interpreted because interpretation means human criteria - through the
“interactions of directly represented parts (agents or individuals) with each other and with their
physical and social environment99”.

Langton, Christopher. Artificial Life: Proceedings of an Interdisciplinary Workshop on the Synthesis
and Simulation of Living Systems, Addison-Wesley Longman Publishing Co., Inc. Boston 1989
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Bedau, Mark. Artificial life: organization, adaptation and complexity from the bottom up In
TRENDS in Cognitive Sciences p. 506, Vol.7 No.11 November 2003
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In essence when I ask the (finally not so) simple question: 'is this thing alive?’, I’m really
undermining my own investigation. This is the question which needs to be asked: Could this
thing be alive? Could it be considered a ‘self-tuning vivi-system’100, one of many either created
by humans or already sharing the Earth with us? Could we go as far as to say that “E.coli and
IBM know their respective worlds in the same way101” and perhaps the same applies to the
MeatCloud as well? It seems as though this man-made amalgam’s functions possibly qualify as
biological if we agree that the criteria will be universal so that the creature/creation under
examination will not be judged based on anthropic archetypes of body and mind. The actuality
(the Lacanian Real) of its absolute existence will be evaluated through its own phenomenology/
ontology (not what we comprehend as phenomena, ie observables) in its very own “space time
continuum of sensibility and perception102”.
But make no mistake: this is not a matter of metaphysical speculation because homo
sapiens’ world of classification does not apply to this novel type of biology/philosophy (could
we call it biosophy?). Whether Nebula carnem’s experiences fall under Kantian noumena or
phenomena matters not103, and the same insignificance applies to popular categorizations of
human-centered thought processes such as The Imaginary, The Symbolic and the Real in
Lacanian philosophy or the tripartite Freudian Id, Ego, Superego theorization. The MeatCloud

Kelly, Kevin. Out of Control: The New Biology of Machines, Social Systems, & the Economic
World, p. 337, Basic Books 1995
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Kauﬀman, Stuart. The Sciences of Complexity and “Origins of Order”, Santa Fe Institute
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yawns indiﬀerently (through its virtual oral cavity) at Žižek’s intricately voiced arguments on
Badiou’s interpretations of Lacan’s line of thought104.
What is useful to the present investigation is not losing oneself in endless theoretical,
semiotic analysis but borrowing tools (and, yes, even terminology) from all disciplines that are
relevant and turning a highly speculative piece of research into something more tangible. So of
course Immanuel Kant’s transcendental idealism is quite relevant methodologically as he helps
us perceive the MeatCloud as a ‘thing-in-itself ’ by understanding the state of “a ‘pure’ or a
priori cognition of the contributions to experience made by the operation of (cognitive)
faculties themselves, rather than of the eﬀect of external objects on us in experience105”. At the
same time Haraway’s cyborg anthropology creates new definitions and provides us with
theoretical structures which are necessary in order to examine this composite creation. “Unlike
the hopes of Frankenstein’s monster, the cyborg does not expect its father to save it through a
restoration of the garden, […] through its completion in a finished whole, a city and cosmos.
The cyborg does not dream of community on the model of the organic family, this time
without the oedipal project. The cyborg would not recognize the Garden of Eden; it is not
made of mud and cannot dream of returning to dust106”.
So if Nebula carnem isn’t made out of mud, what is it made out of?

You on the other hand may find it quite interesting. See Bell, Lucy. Articulations of the
Real: From Lacan to Badiou In Paragraph, Vol. 34, No. 1, pp. 105-120, Edinburgh University
Press, March 2011
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Haraway, Donna J. A Cyborg Manifesto Science, Technology and Socialist Feminism in the
late Twentieth Century, p. 9, University of Minnesota Press, 2016
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Chapter 5. Material Culture Methodology: Dissecting DNA

I got power, poison, pain and joy
Inside my DNA
— Kendrick Lamar
DNA
It is only by making life that we may finally know what life is107
— Stephen Levy
Artificial Life: The Quest for a New Creation
For what is our individuality? Most certainly it is not individuality at all: it is multiplicity
incalculable. What is the human body? A form built up out of billions of living entities, an
impermanent agglomeration of individuals called cells. And the human soul? A composite of
quintillions of souls. We are, each and all, infinite compounds of fragments of anterior lives108.
— Lafcadio Hearn
Dust

Dissecting the MeatCloud and Navel-Gazing
In order to comprehend the potential biological existence of Nebula carnem, we must first
examine the element(s) which compose it and inescapably juxtapoze these elements with the
constituents of other living (as per traditional biology) entities. Essentially we need to
determine the stuﬀ it’s made out of and “we will not be helped by a theory of stuﬀ, or an
attitude to stuﬀ, that simply tries to oppose ourselves to it109”. Material culture studies have
proved that focusing on stuﬀ ’s ‘biographies’ - the life of things - reveals much about the
‘owner’ and vice versa. Objects/subjects deemed ‘things’ can be animated by closely examining
their life cycles and properties/mannerisms. Anthropomorphizing ostensibly inanimate things
is an eﬀective way of bringing these hybrid creations - neither subject (I) nor object (it) - closer
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to us. Reviewing the core components of this creature/creation will help us understand its own
existence according to its own gaze in the mirror.
In a sentence - as far as materials are concerned - Nebula carnem is composed of DNA.
That’s what we’ve made it from. Its DNA uses - semiotically speaking - the same alphabet that
human DNA uses (further analysis below) and the information stored within it is purely human
digitized analog experience (belonging to the intangible sphere of the perceptual experience or
qualia110). So, while undergoing this omphaloskepsis via proxy and realizing our consanguinity
with the fabricated ‘beast’, we will surely shudder momentarily before commencing with our
own navel-gazing, our own species’ introspection and problematic projection upon it.
Thus the MeatCloud, viewed from a traditionally humanistic standpoint is an
incomprehensible, “exorbitant outside or inside, ejected beyond the scope of the possible, the
tolerable, the thinkable. It lies there, quite close, but it cannot be assimilated111”. This closeness
and simultaneous abjection we feel when encountering such a creature/creation, the proximity,
the conceivable aﬃliation is unquestionably linked with a subconscious, simultaneous selfdissection and re-evaluation of our own species components. To imagine and even admit that
here exists a cognitively behaving entity is “to take everything which might be revered as
quintessentially human and grind it into dust112.” And this is exactly the indiﬀerence/honesty
with which we must proceed while ontologically dissecting our creature/creation. “To no
longer wish oneself to be everything is to put everything into question. Anyone wanting slyly
to avoid suﬀering, identifies with the entirety of the universe, judges each thing as if he were it.

“qualia are properties of sensations and perceptual states, namely the properties that give
them their qualitative or phenomenal character - those that determine “what it is like” to have
them.” Shoemaker, Sydney Qualia and Consciousness, In Mind - p. 507 New Series, Vol. 100, No.
4, Mind and Content, Oxford University Press Oct 1991
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[…] We have in fact only two certainties in this world - that we are not everything and that we
will die113”. And with this humble certainty let us begin our dissection.

DNA: Digital or Analog, Deterministic or Sterile?
I consider it fitting to be done with the formalities and begin by providing the textbook
definition of DNA:
DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid) and RNA (Ribonucleic acid) are information
macromolecules which are present in almost all cells. Genetic information is normal
stored in DNA molecules which are used to synthesize RNA molecules (using selected
DNA sequences as a template) and also to permit the synthesis of the polypeptides of
proteins. Individual DNA molecules are found in the chromosomes of of the nucleus
and in the mitochondria of animal cells and the chloroplasts of plant cells. They are
large polymers, with a linear backbone composed of residues of a 5-carbon sugar,
deoxyribose, which are successively linked by covalent phosphodiester bonds.
Covalently attached to carbon atom number 1’ (one prime) of each sugar residue is a
nitrogenous base, either a purine (adenine, A or guanine, G) or a pyrimidine (cytosine,
C or thymine, T). A sugar with an attached base and phosphate group therefore
constitutes the basic repeat unit of a DNA strand, a nucleotide114

Now that you have passed Human Molecular Genetics 101, we must focus on the most crucial
aspect of DNA: Nucleic Acid Memory (NAM). This is the reason we created Nebula carnem:
NAM eﬃciency and longevity. “A haploid human genome stores 6 × 109 bits of information per
cell (108 times more eﬃcient than flash memory) hence today's global storage needs (∼1022 bits)
would fit in a 10 × 10 × 10 cm3 box, and ∼1 kg of DNA would satisfy projected world storage
needs in 2040115” and over the past years “DNA's information retention has been improved to

Bataille, George. Inner Experience, 1954, transl. Leslie Anne Boldt, p. xxxii, State University
of New York 1988
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Strachan, Tom & Read, Andrew P. Human Molecular Genetics, p. 1, Oxford: Bios Scientific
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an estimated ∼2,000 years at 10 °C and ∼2,000,000 years at −18 °C by the encapsulation of the
DNA into silica116”.
The laboratorial mechanics and quantitative numerics of these novel mechanisms are
fascinating but explain little pertaining to the qualitative values of DNA within a biological
system and how those values shed light upon our core question about potential life and
consciousness of an organism which is partially manufactured from these ancient polymers.
Artificial genome fabrication - virtual, semi-virtual or real world - due to its simple,
controlled composition aids us in disentangling ostensibly knotty issues of ‘higher’ organisms’
essence and debunking myths and preconceptions in biological ontology (it might surprise you
that humans do not possess the largest genome in the eukaryotic world; the crown belongs to
the Japanese plant Paris japonica117). When we strip DNA of everything engulfing it within a
known or emerging biosystem we are left with millions of lonely genes. These may be
altogether digital in silico genes (‘soft’ artificial life) like in the case of Thomas Ray’s ‘Tierra'
computer simulations118, or hardware implementations based on genetic algorithms (‘hard’
artificial life) like military antennas that utilize evolutionary computation119 or in vitro
creations which are the result of combining biochemical substances (‘wet’ artificial life) like our
beloved Nebula carnem.
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Yang, Lifang et al Chloroplast phylogenomic analysis provides insights into the evolution of the
largest eukaryotic genome holder, Paris japonica (Melanthiaceae) In BMC Plant Biology p. 1, 19
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In any case, when examining this bare, “out of body” version of DNA we are left with a
decontextualized code. A plethora of elaborate and undecipherable instructions with no means
to be read or no-one to actually decipher them. And this is the only circumstance where DNA
can actually be considered digital, ie concrete and immutable. A set of instructions in a
biological and conceptual vacuum will never change. The mistake that was systematically made
throughout most of the 20th century - since the initial description of genes120 and even after
the Human Genome Project era - was “the injection of law code and executive power into
DNA,121” the erroneous assumption that this internal code was responsible fundamentally for
all aspects of human development (single life span) and evolution (numerous generations). The
dogma was that DNA was a sort of one-way code which dictated the flow of information from
the central databank of sorts into protein into everything else human, “a logic which reduces
action to word, a […] mechanistic understanding of life, in which the human body becomes an
archive122” and the Rule of Data is the sovereign principle. This is however not the case: human
DNA certainly does not exist in a biological and conceptual vacuum. It swims inside a unique
cell and interacts wildly with the environment within the cell and beyond in ways we still today
cannot grasp.

For a historical overview of gene description see Gerstein, Mark. What is a gene, postENCODE? History and updated definition, In Genome Res. 2007. 17 p. 669: “the word gene was
first used by Wilhelm Johannsen in 1909, based on the concept developed by Gregor Mendel in
1866. The word was a derivative of pangene, which was used by Hugo De Vries for entities
involved in pangenesis, Darwin’s hypothetical mechanism of heredity. Johnannsen called a gene
the “special conditions, foundations and determiners which are present [in the gametes] in
unique, separate and thereby independent ways [by which] many characteristics of the
organism are specified.”The etymology of the term derives from the Greek genesis(“birth”) or
genos (“origin”). The related word genetics was used by the geneticist William Bateson in 1905”
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Doyle, Richard. On Beyond Living: Rhetorical Transformations of the Life Sciences, p. 13,
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Chun, Wendy Hui Kong, Programmed Visions: Software and Memory, p. 104 2013 MIT Press
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There wouldn’t be much use in sending a contemporary petri-plate version of the 1977
Voyager disk - containing strictly genomic coding information instead of Mozart’s Queen of
the Night aria from The Magic Flute - to a far-away solar system in order to describe or imitate
life on earth. Unless it happens to crash into an interstellar gamete (sex cell) “we might as well
pack the capsule with the bar codes of a supermarket shelf.123” Pure code cannot account for
the majority of phenotypic inheritance or genetic disease. Watson and Crick’s work followed
up by the completion of the Human Genome Project in 2003 successfully mapped the entirety
of the human euchromatic genome, ie shed light on the sequence of base pairs in human cells.
But, in hindsight, this protein planimetry actually revealed less about how our internal
database functions since this map perplexed matters even more. The Human Genome Project
was essentially biological imperialism for “what is imperialism but applied planimetry: the art
of reproducing orbs as surfaces and worlds as charts. The master determines the scale;
sovereignty belongs to the one who decides the flattening. Only that which can be successfully
stripped of one dimension can be conquered.124” While the trumpets of progress were
ceremoniously announcing the unraveling of humanity’s greatest secret, the third dimension of
our existence began to show its tenebrous, wild, uncontrollable and unprogrammable face in
the form of a question: how is this all organized?

Genetic Semantics and Interface
Just because the MeatCloud is fabricated from DNA does not mean that it necessarily qualifies
as a living thing. Again, let us reference how genetic material is animated in known living

Noble, Denis. Genes and Causation, In Philosophical Transactions: Mathematical, Physical
and Engineering Sciences, p. 3004 Vol. 366, No. 1878, The Virtual Physiological Human:
Building a Framework for Computational Biomedicine I, Sep. 13, 2008
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organisms, how the code comes alive. DNA alone is not a conditio sine qua non125 of human
development and evolution. “Life is not a soup of proteins126”. Life, whether ‘natural’ or
artificial, is not part of the realm of substance, the world of molecular biology; it is an idea, a
mere cognitive assumption (cogito ergo sum) or even a semantic dilemma (in utero/living/
vegetative state/undead/dead). However life is contingent on that realm of substance (the
molecular world) and the way its ingredients are assembled, measured and interpreted, ie the
interface or to be more precise the many levels of interfaces: Genetic bases (A, C, G, T) exist
alongside a phosphate group and a sugar group. These elements constitute a nucleotide (level 1
interface). The way that these bases are organized translates into specific information which we
interpret as determinant and which we have baptized genes (level 2 interface).
The spatial arrangement of DNA molecules could be considered yet another interface,
since it is not linear but coiled and three dimensional. Parameters such as “shape and stiﬀness
variations help in guiding and facilitating the DNA during its three dimensional spacial
interactions […] allowing communication between genes.127” And of course these tightly
packed coils of genetic material are packed into chromosomes, which exist inside a nucleus
which exists inside a cell. Furthermore cells are organised into tissue which composes
membranes which compose systems. This rather sketchy description of our model of life takes
into account only the vertical interface layering which exists and only as far as we have
deciphered. The description of any interface should specify : “the material that holds the

See Cornell Law School definition: “Latin for "without which it could not be," an
indispensable action or condition. Example: if Charlie had not left the keys in the ignition, his
ten-year-old son could not have started the car and backed it over Polly's bike. So Charlie's act
was the sine qua non of the damage to Polly's bike” https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/
sine_qua_non
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information, the type of information and how information of the appropriate type can be read
from spatiotemporal patterns in the material. […] Interface enable us to extract information
from the invisible physical world. They can be applied in sequence to extract diﬀerent kinds of
information.
There is no information without an interface (but also) diﬀerent interfaces produce
diﬀerent sets of information128” even form the exact same data. So for instance the electrons in
a computer’s DRAM storage cells or the nucleotide bases in a chromosome can be interpreted
depending on the threshold applied to the voltages or the genes respectively. If we begin
interpreting the elements of a potentially living creature/creation, for instance the ones and
zeros inside the DRAM storage cells we will be faced with various explanations depending on
the interface. The 011100100110010101100100 may mean “something to me - it is a string of 1s
and 0s. A computer scientist exclaims, ‘Ah, binary, that’s 726564 in hexadecimal.’ A child
interprets it as an adder.129”
In the same manner a cancer cell population when viewed by a human interface is
obviously diﬀerent than from the standpoint of a cancer cell. The tumor suppressor gene
“TCF21 is expressed in normal lung airway epithelial cells and aberrantly methylated and
silenced in the majority of head and neck squamous cell carcinomas and non-small-cell lung
cancer130”. While the switching oﬀ of a tumor suppressor gene is bad news for you and me, it is
serendipitous for cancer cells. “Cancer development within an individual is also an
evolutionary process, which in many respects mirrors species evolution. Species evolve by
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mutation and selection acting on individuals in a population; tumors evolve by mutation and
selection acting on cells in a tissue.131” But for some reason we hesitate to call cancer a species
of its own.
The point here is that the quality of data - which leads to interpretations of living/nonliving - depends on the interface, the physical system within which it is organized every time
and of course on the observer132 and his/her prejudice. I am not proposing that when
examining the information the observer is void of a belief system; “concepts without data are
empty; data without concepts are blind; only through their unison can knowledge arise133”. I
am suggesting that if the observer was a cancer cell (with its own belief system and selfconsciousness) and not a cancer cell biologist, the rule book written by that observer would
certainly be quite diﬀerent than what we are used to reading in academic oncology manuals.
Tumorigenic chromosomal translocations would be considered the norm and what we as
humans consider ‘normal’ eukaryote chromosomal development would simply be dismissed as
anomalous and too slow (in the same way that we consider tumor cells to multiply too fast).
Additionally, this notion of subjectivity of DNA interface is further enhanced by the constant
ambivalence in the field of genomics/genetics concerning the value and usefulness of the
approximately 3 billion base pairs inside DNA molecules of accepted living organisms.
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How Much of the Genome Is Useful?
“We aren’t a light unto ourselves or an intellect to anyone else134” and what finer proof than the
ever-changing knowledge of the subject of our inquiry, DNA, and the realisation that we
actually still know very little about it. Currently we acknowledge (scientific consensus) that as a
species we have between 20,000 to 25,000 genes which are made up of DNA and are packaged
within 23 pairs of chromosomes (excluding gametes). Throughout the 20th century the dogma
in genetics was that DNA is useful only when it is utilized to code for proteins and thus the
definition of a gene is actually a ‘useful’ sequence of DNA that is copied into RNA by the
enzyme RNA polymerase and successfully creates a protein. Not all of our DNA creates
proteins though; quite the opposite in fact. In 1972 Susumo Ohno coined the term ‘Junk DNA’
in his paper “So much Junk DNA in our genome135” and thirty years later The Human
Genome Project136 revealed that over 98 per cent of the DNA doesn’t code for any proteins.
The finding that 2 per cent only of human DNA codes for protein was a huge shock to
geneticists and the public who erroneously interpreted that this meant that the remaining 98
per cent of our genome is useless, garbage, junk, since at that point researchers had almost no
idea how it functioned or if there was a biological reason for its existence.
The other consequence of the Human Genome Project’s revelation was that archaic
genetic determinism showed its incompetence as a dogma, because obviously the phenotype of
the amazingly manifold and highly evolved creature called Homo sapiens could not be
explained through a gene logic, ie a logic which considers only protein-coding sequences
worthy of being called genes. “In terms of numbers of genes that code for proteins, humans
Malebranche, Nicolas. Dialogues on Metaphysics - Dialogue III, 1688, Transl Jonathan Bennett
2017 https://www.earlymoderntexts.com/assets/pdfs/malebranche1688.pdf
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contain pretty much the same quantity (20,000) as simple microscopic worms137” so there
must be (and in fact there are) biological functions in ‘Junk DNA’.
After 2003, The Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE)138 Project “aimed to
delineate all functional elements encoded in the human genome. Operationally, a functional
element was defined as a discrete genome segment that encodes a defined product (e.g., protein
or non-coding RNA) or displays a reproducible biochemical signature (e.g., protein-binding,
or a specific chromatin structure)” and it turned out that “the vast majority (80.4%) of the
human genome participates in at least one biochemical RNA- and/or chromatin-associated
event in at least one cell type”139. While this declaration was met with equal resistance from the
genetics community, the fact remains that biological processes do not occur through proteincoding DNA alone, rather life or consciousness or existence as we conceive it “requires a
precise and carefully orchestrated set of steps that depend on the proper spatial and temporal
expression of genes” which depends on an array of widely uncharted “transcriptional
regulatory elements (core promoters, proximal promoters, distal enhancers, silencers,
insulators/boundary elements, and locus control regions) and the molecular machinery
(general transcription factors, activators, and coactivators) that interacts with the regulatory
elements to mediate precisely controlled patterns of gene expression.140”
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Eﬀectively, today, we are at a point where two prior widely accepted axioms in genetics,
ie the central dogma (absolute DNA determinism) and the Junk DNA theory are now widely
questioned if not invalidated. Molecular biologists and geneticists have only begun to
disentangle the mysteries contained within the expansive network connecting genes with each
other, genes with non-coding regions and non-coding regions between themselves; they are
navigating this sea of dark matter while fighting against a rather unpromising signal-to-noise
ratio concerning mapped out regulatory DNA oases or the suspicion that the usefulness of
much of our DNA is exactly its randomness - that it’s not meant to be decoded, like in the
case of centromere141 DNA142. So where does this leave the examination of DNA as a life
inducing agent? The answer is quite frankly neither here nor there and greatly depends on the
context within and around the genetic material.

The Betwixt and In-Between Nature of DNA
The 20th century covered DNA in a shroud of holiness143, almost synonymous to a sacred law.
“In both the language of scientists and the parables of popular culture, the biological structure
called DNA is endowed with the qualities of a sacred object through which human life and fate
can be explained and understood. This belief gives mystical and fantastic meaning to a
molecular entity, empowering scientists and providing the foundation for cosmic claims144”.
“A centromere is a constricted region of a chromosome that separates it into a short arm and
a long arm”, See https://www.genome.gov/genetics-glossary/Centromere
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All holy talk aside, the truth is that DNA is still quite the mystery and we know very
little about the actual cipher of our genome, ie its expression mechanisms. What we do know
for a fact is that DNA out of context is nothing but a sterile code. Depending on where a
certain genome is situated, it may or may not express biological consciousness but it certainly
needs to reside somewhere - in eukaryotes that is the cell and furthermore the environment in order to function. In human reproduction, the genetic code is not all that is inherited but
also the egg cell along with all of its molecular components (mitochondria, cytoplasm,
endoplasmic reticulum). Furthermore, “apart from DNA sequence, gene regulation
determinants that can be transmitted through mitosis and meiosis, such as covalent chemical
modifications to the DNA, histone post-translational modifications (PTMs) and diverse RNA
species, can also be transmitted from parental gametes to the zygote.145”
It is clear today that within a living organism the prospect of possible life - power as in
Aristotelian dunamis, ie “a source of movement or change, which is in another thing, or in the
same thing as other (Metaphysics v.l2.1019a15-19), […] an agent power, a causal power to change
another entity146” - lays not in the nucleotides alone, but in the cellular components as well and
how they in turn act and react to their broader environment. Even the architectural
organization of DNA in an actual, real world environment aﬀects the phenotype of any entity
under examination: the way chromosomes are tightly packed into a cellular nucleus, their
shape and stiﬀness determine how the encapsulated digital (unvarying) code will potentially
manifest. “Cellular organization of genome function occurs at three hierarchical levels: the
spatial and temporal organization of nuclear processes themselves, including transcription,
RNA processing, DNA replication, and DNA repair; the organization of chromatin into
Skvortsova, Ksenia et al. Functions and mechanisms of epigenetic inheritance in animals, In
Nature Reviews, p. 774, Vol 19, Dec 2018
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higher-order domains; and the spatial arrangement of chromosomes and genes within the
nuclear space. Each one of these levels has regulatory potential, and all are interdependent.147”
Thus the ‘holy’ commandments cease to seem so holy when placed in a threedimensional environment; the analogue nature of DNA cipher can be thought of as the betwixt
and in-between state of our genome which is on one hand digitally linear and concrete (in
order to maintain the species) and on the other hand acts as an analogue regulatory agent
through its constant (and for the most part mysterious) communication with the cell and
beyond (one prime example of this hybrid nature of DNA is its negative super-helicity, the
variations in shape and stiﬀness of which “allow communication between genes and enhanced
wrapping and histone-octamer binding within the nucleosome core particle148”).
Perhaps the grandest example of DNA’s quasi-analogue nature is epigenetic
reprogramming in the zygote (one-cell embryo) and zygotic genome activation during the
phase of maternal to zygotic transition and control of gene expression. The ostensibly
perpetual code coiled up inside our cells’ nuclei oxymoronically contains instructions
concerning its own destabilization and reconstruction during embryogenesis and the shift from
meiosis to mitosis. Only recently have we begun to comprehend “the complexity of the
cellular programmes that transform two highly specialized cells, the sperm and the egg, into a
totipotent mitotic embryo. Reprogramming takes place at all levels: the highly condensed
chromatin of the sperm head is re-wrapped around nucleosomes; genomic imprinting is
selectively erased and re-established; protein expression shifts from translational control back
to transcriptional control; linkages between sister chromatids are remodelled to support the

Misteli, Tom. Beyond the Sequence: Cellular Organization of Genome Function, In Cell 128, p.
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switch from reductional meiotic to equational mitotic divisions; the centrosome, which is
absent from the egg, needs to be reintroduced; and the axis of cell division is shifted from
extremely asymmetric to symmetric.149”
All of the directions necessary to modify DNA are contained within DNA. The digital
self is a manual on how to be analogue. What does remain intact throughout development and
evolution is a species’ self-consciousness, the basic description of oneself and one’s borders as
a system, as a species. Flowing within our polyprismatic viscous genetic goo there resides a
tacit knowledge, a necessary communal pan-species memory of self-interpretation. “And the
existence of this tacit knowledge hidden in the cellular organization must be pre-supposed in
the DNA description. Thus the digital redescription is far from a total description.150” DNA is
a bastardized entity based on the principle of code-duality151: It is able to “construct a
description of itself; this description must stay inactive in - or at least protected from - the lifeprocess of the system, or else the description will change - and ultimately die with the system.
In other words the function of this description is to assure the identity of the system through
time: The memory of the system.152”
In nature and current biology there is a polychromatic spectrum of genomes and each
one carries a unique digital/analogue ratio. Some organisms, like cephalopods (octopi, squid,
cuttlefish) augment their embedded genetic information through extensive “RNA editing, a
post-transcriptional process which allows the diversification of proteomes beyond the genomic
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blueprint153”. To put this in perspective, “there are only about 25 human transcripts that
contain a recoding site that is conserved across mammals (…) whereas in coleoid cephalopods
(there are) tens of thousands of evolutionarily conserved sites, (especially) in the nervous
system, aﬀecting molecules pertinent for excitability and neuronal morphology.154” In other
words they utilize (the usually exceptionally utilized) RNA editing mechanisms to change their
proteome without completely changing the root DNA commands. They stray further from
their digital instructions than any other species and their “complexity can increase
exponentially155”.
On the other hand, even in extremely rare animal genomes that are completely rigid
and unfluctuating through the generations, there exist instructions and memories of how it got
there and how it can reproduce successfully. For instance the unichromosomal,
parthenogenetic nematode Diploscapter pachys: inside this eternal worm genome resides the
history of ancestral chromosomal fusion and knowledge concerning oocytes which “undergo
meiosis without synapsis or recombination and auto-activate, resulting in diploid embryos
without fertilization156” We have here the phenomenon of asexual animal lineage, where there
is no room for “the reshuﬄing of genetic material by meiotic recombination (which) allows

Liscovitch-Brauer, Noa et al. Trade-oﬀ between Transcriptome Plasticity and Genome
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new beneficial allelic combinations and the removal of deleterious alleles157” (and thus
evolution, phenotypic change and natural selection) but still we have a living organism,
eukaryote at that, which has been successfully reproducing itself for 18 million years while
maintaining the exact same genetic material in the exact same order through the generations.

I Forget Myself, Therefore I Am
So, an octopus is more “analog” than a roundworm, which could be considered more “digital”
and humans are somewhere in between. How very flattering. But all biological entities contain
some proportion of hard coded storage to Random Access Memory. Obviously if our genome
was completely fluid and mutable from parent to progeny we could not discuss about a certain
species in time, only about constant reboots of a system equipped only with RAM and no
storage; there would be no memory of existence and no way to (re)build a description of what
we are, ie intergenerational oblivion.
If you, o reader, manage to unify the haploid genome of your gamete with an opposite
sex gamete (if you’ve got kids, you already have), you are passing on information concerning
memory and species consciousness along with instructions on reorganization and selective
amnesia through DNA demethylation (“for the zygote to acquire totipotency, the parental
genomes undergo extensive epigenetic reprogramming, which involves global DNA
demethylation158”). Similarly, when the DNA Cloud species Nebula carnem copy+pastes itself it
will share a core anamnesis with its predecessor and its future oﬀspring but will reprogram
itself as a copy. If you can remember how to forget, you exist (and persist) as a species. Oblitus
sum mei, ergo sum: I forget myself, therefore I am.
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For organisms - as defined by classical biology - it is not through DNA alone that all of
the aforementioned intergenerational memory/oblivion processes can occur but through the
communion of gene and environment. “This environment is extremely complex itself, and
consists of the ribosomes the messages are translated in, other chemicals and the abundance of
nutrients inside and outside the cell, the environment of the organism proper (e.g., the oxygen
abundance in the air as well as ambient temperatures), among many others159”. In the same
manner, for Nebula carnem, it is through scrutiny of the amalgamation of its DNA component
and its environmental component that the criteria of being alive will (or won’t) be met. A key
diﬀerence for this specific creature/creation is that the environment does not engulf the
organism but lives within it. Furthermore, the environment here is not a topological “niche” as
defined by evolutionary studies (“genes embody knowledge about their niches160”) but a
pananthropic, panhistoric, platonic hyperuranion (heavenly) vault of digitized information:
they proceed steeply upward to the top of the vault of heaven, where the chariots of the
gods, whose well matched horses obey the rein, advance easily, but the others with
diﬃculty; for the horse of evil nature weighs the chariot down, making it heavy and
pulling toward the earth the charioteer whose horse is not well trained. There, the
utmost toil and struggle await the soul. For those that are called immortal, when they
reach the top161.
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Chapter 6. Mixing it up: DNA, Memory and Entropy

No structure, even an artificial one, enjoys the process of entropy. It is the ultimate fate of
everything, and everything resists it162.
— Philip K. Dick
Galactic Pot-Healer
I think that novels that leave out technology misrepresent life as badly as Victorians
misrepresented life by leaving out sex.163
— Kurt Vonnegut
A Man Without a Country

DNA as Anamnesis and Archive
Modern biology has proven that DNA alone (as a code, a sequence, a storage device)
constitutes one dimension of the mysterious vis viva164 of what we baptize consciousness. The
material reality of what constitutes life - even in traditional biology, not to mention in ALife
studies - is much more complex though. The three dimensional organization of chromatin
fibers, the intercommunication of protein-coding regions between themselves and also with
incomprehensible DNA desert regions, nuclear processes, cellular processes and epigenetic
phenomena are all part of the “organizational properties of genomes and the machineries that
act on them [creating] an elaborate architectural environment in which genomes must function
[and] knowing the sequence of a genome is insuﬃcient to understand its physiological
function.165”Furthermore, indisputable canons of biology are now being challenged by the
scientific community, such as the rule pronouncing that there do not exist DNA-less self162
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reproducing organisms in nature. However, “a DNA-less organism carrying an RNA genome is
suggested by the fact that many RNA viruses exist and the widespread view that an RNA
world existed before the present DNA world, ie the RNA world thesis.166”
It seems as though to be conscious, a vivi-system needs its cipher or code or logos or
in any case its information to somehow be organized in space and time. As far as spacial
context, I’ve previously discussed our genetic interface and vertical/horizontal hierarchies and
micro level molecular co-existences. As far as temporal aspects of genetic information are
concerned, obviously any observations are more conceptual and philosophical. I have already
hinted at the notion that since DNA - the rigid, “digital” aspect of it - preserves homogeneity
within species (a roach’s oﬀspring will be a roach and yours will be hopefully human), the
information (digitized information for Nebula carnem) inside deoxyribonucleic acid eﬀectively
works towards maintaining memory; genetic memory of what a species is, its phenotypical
attributes as opposed to other species. Data within chromosomes strive to attain anamnesis, the
Platonic principle of recollection: “This states that learning is a kind of remembrance; it
implies both that the soul has learned something before birth and that it must somehow have
existed prior to its embodiment167.” The immutable facet of biological information ensures
that there exists a memory of a Form “which exists alone by itself, αὐτὸ καθ᾽ αὑτὸ,
independent of and ontologically prior to its exemplifications. It does so because it is a cause,
since without it there would be no character to be had by particulars, which are in a formal
sense its eﬀects.168” Thus each individual of a species carries a shared memory of previous
Hiyoshi, A., Miyahara, K., Kato, C. and Ohshima, Y. Does a DNA-less cellular organism exist
on Earth?. Genes to Cells, 16: 2011 p. 1146, https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/
j.1365-2443.2011.01558.x
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existence during its transient passage through conscious existence, ie through what it
considers to be the present. I believe I am alive because I perceive the mnemonic
diﬀerentiation with other organisms. I exist as part of the archive of my breed and I am a
genetic gatekeeper of our shared anamnesis. The historical/etymological origins of the archive
are indicative of its political and sociological importance and crucial when we begin
speculating on the implications of a creature/creation like Nebula carnem which incorporates all
known information and plays the role of the ultimate archeion (archive).169
In information technology terms (binary computer data) this could be analogous to
random access memory as opposed to storage, the latter being an eﬀort to permanently
perpetuate, even to immortalize. In order for genetic info to strive for future preservation of
its molecular memory banks, as described previously, it needs to undergo intergenerational
Caygill, Howard. Meno and the Internet: between memory and the archive. In History of the
Human Sciences, 12(2), p. 2, 1999 https://doi.org/10.1177/095269519901200201: “According to
Aristotle in The Athenian Constitution the institution of the archon originated in the ancient
Greek transition from monarchic to aristocratic rule, with the archons, unlike the kings, being
constitutionally required to respect precedent. On assuming oﬃce an archon had to make a
proclamation ‘that whatever each man possessed before his entry into oﬃce he shall possess
and control until the end of it’ (Aristotle, 1984: 101). In order to honour such a commitment it
was necessary to preserve authoritative records of ‘what each possessed’ at the beginning of
each archonate, and these records, or rather the building in which they were stored, became
known as the archive. It is important to recall the origins of the archive in oligarchic rule,
because it is characteristic of such regimes that the laws be public, but not available to all. In
this and later cases, the archive was available only to those who possessed the technique of
recall necessary for access.
With the accelerating dissemination of a ‘new’ technology of information retrieval in the shape
of WWW it would seem as if the technique for gaining access to the archive is becoming
available to all, thus bypassing the hierarchies that have controlled access. It would seem as if
the Platonic view of memory as a technique for retrieving information from an archive is now
finally obsolete. The ensemble of techniques that make up WWW and its technological basis
in the interlinked computers of the Internet seem to promise a new art of memory in which
knowledge as technological invention replaces knowledge as recollection, and in which the
archive appears as an eﬀect of the links made possible by the technological work of memory
rather than a given (and carefully policed) store of information. However, it might also be
argued that far from overcoming the classical account of memory, WWW represents its
apotheosis.”
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formatting; selective amnesia towards the greater goal of evolution and perpetuation. Global
DNA demethylation (amnesia) is necessary for the past-conscious organism to pass on its
memories in an eﬀort to store them. This conflation of memory and storage - the transitory
with the permanent - seems to be the key ingredient to maintaining information and, by
extension, consciousness of a vivi-system. Genetic info - as well as software/hardware info services life but is in itself “undead: neither alive nor dead, neither quite alive nor present.170”
Perhaps the greatest term in modernity to properly epitomize this oxymoronic - neither here
nor there - nature of memory (anamnesis/archive) is Derrida’s archiviolithic or anarchivic171, ie
memory’s innate and necessary forgetfulness: “if there is no archive without consignation in an
external place which assures the possibility of memorization, of repetition, of reproduction, or
of reimpression, then we must also remember that repetition itself, the logic of repetition,
indeed the repetition compulsion, remains, according to Freud, indissociable from the death
drive. And thus from destruction. Consequence: right on what permits and conditions
archivization, we will never find anything other than what exposes to destruction, in truth
what menaces with destruction introducing, a priori, forgetfulness and the archiviolithic into
the heart of the monument.172”
The endeavor of not forgetting seems synonymous to the endeavor of not dying: not
succumbing to oblivion (greek λήθη, lethe) is humanity’s truth (greek αλήθεια, a-letheia), thus
to remember is to persevere. The transition of our culture from oral (mythical) to material
(magical) to literary (text) traces our species’ oblivion anxiety. Proust considers the act of
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anamnesis a futile eﬀort unless anchored upon material entities. “The past is hidden
somewhere outside the realm, beyond the reach of intellect, in some material object (in the
sensation which that material object will give us) which we do not suspect. And as for that
object, it depends on chance whether we come upon it or not before we ourselves must.173” In
other words, memory - whether individual or of a species - needs to be stored on a molecular
entity (for Proust it was on petite madeleine cakes, for Nebula carnem on DNA), otherwise it
will diminish and perish. Flusser believes that the ancestor of the meat cloud, the library, was
“considered a superhuman memory that transcends individuals, hovers over them and to which
they must aspire. […] We reify our ability to store acquired information as if that ability were
somehow carried within us, and that we assume this thing within us to be a kind of emanation
from the superhuman library that hovers above us. Thus, concepts like 'soul', 'spirit' or even
'ego' acquire an occidental meaning, namely, the part of ourselves that is not subject to entropy
but to eternal information storage. As 'bodies' we are part of the biological world, but as
'spirits' we are opposed to it; […] All the problems of occidental ontology and epistemology,
like the relation between body and spirit or the fitting of the 'thinking thing' to the 'extended
thing', result from this reification.174”

A New Criterion for Life
This reification of the memory/storage/erasure cyclic procedure is common in nature.
Biologists, ALife scholars, neurologists, psychologists, theologists and philosophers have been
arguing and agreeing, admitting and challenging, writing and rewriting on the subject of a
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common thread knitting together organisms that belong to the legion of the living. Could it be
that this shared characteristic is simply the will to not forget, the conscious act of battling
oblivion? And this is surely what a DNA storage device does best. The answer can be found in
an aforementioned term used by Flusser: entropy175.
According to the Second Law of Thermodynamics entropy can only increase or remain
constant in isolated systems176. In 1867 German physicist Rudolf Clausius proclaimed in his
book “The Mechanical Theory of Heat: With Its Applications to the Steam-Engine and to the
Physical Properties of Bodies” that “Die Energie der Welt ist constant; die Entropie der Welt
strebt einem Maximum zu” or else: the energy of the universe is constant and the entropy of
the universe tends to a maximum. Clausius used the word “entropy, derived from the Greek
word for transformation, because it was more universal in character and similar to the word
energy.177”
“The maximum entropy production principle (MEPP) is an extension of the Second
Law of Thermodynamics in nonequilibrium systems. It is argued that an open, steady-state
system far from equilibrium will maximize the production of entropy via internal system
organization in an attempt to restore equilibrium.178” In fewer words, all organisms or vivisystems naturally tend towards dissipation and ataraxy or in memory terms: oblivion. In 1943
Erwin Schrödinger gave a series of lectures in Dublin which he ostentatiously called “What is

For a concise history of the evolution of the 2nd law of thermodynamics and entropy see
Desgranges, Caroline & Delhommelle, Jerome. A Mole of Chemistry: An Historical and
Conceptual Approach to Fundamental Ideas in Chemistry 1st Edition, CRC Press 2020
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Life?”, in which he brilliantly connected the concepts of (1940s) heredity studies with the
thermodynamic stability of genes.
When it goes on 'doing something', moving, exchanging material with its environment,
and so forth, and that for a much longer period than we would expect of an inanimate
piece of matter to 'keep going' under similar circumstances. When a system that is not
alive is isolated or placed in a uniform environment, all motion usually comes to a
standstill very soon as a result of various kinds of friction; diﬀerences of electric or
chemical potential are equalized, substances which tend to form a chemical compound
do so, temperature becomes uniform by heat conduction. After that the whole system
fades away into a dead, inert lump of matter. A permanent state is reached, in which no
observable events occur. The physicist calls this the state of thermodynamical
equilibrium, or of ‘maximum entropy’.179

So it seems as though a useful, novel definition of a biological organism could be an entity
which fights becoming an inert lump of matter, a system which constantly tries to not forget. A
living thing constantly delays its inevitable plunge into the thermodynamic heart of darkness
by assimilating elements from its environment; snacking, panting, metabolizing. “Thus a living
organism continually increases its entropy - or, as you may say, produces positive entropy - and
thus tends to approach the dangerous state of maximum entropy, which is of death. It can only
keep aloof from it, i.e. alive, by continually drawing from its environment negative entropy
-which is something very positive as we shall immediately see. What an organism feeds upon is
negative entropy. Or, to put it less paradoxically, the essential thing in metabolism is that the
organism succeeds in freeing itself from all the entropy it cannot help producing while alive180”

Schrödinger, Erwin. What is Life? The Physical Aspect of the Living Cell, p. 24, Cambridge
University Press 1944
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Natural selection is a tool for maintaining a species’ memory: it essentially curtails “the
buildup of configurational entropy and preserves those polymeric sequences that have the
strongest claim for continued representation in the biosphere.181”

Is Nebula carnem alive?
Where does this leave the meat cloud? I can confidently proclaim that a lump of DNA
saturated/animated with memory (genetic, ie species’ memory depending on what kind of
DNA is used to fabricate Nebula carnem) and storage, (ie everything ever digitized and
uploaded to the internet) and the material capacity to store that memory “for ∼2,000 years at
10 °C and ∼2,000,000 years at −18 °C (via in silica encapsulation)182” is very much alive and
kicking. Admittedly, until now only bacterial and synthetic DNA has been used for Nucleic
Acid Memory storage, but there are obviously no technical boundaries, only bioethical,
pertaining to the nature of DNA on which digitized information is stored in the future.
Depending on the type of nucleic acid used - for instance cicada DNA or retrovirus
RNA - we will then be discussing about hybrid storage cyborg mythical entities, deified superorganisms weakly identifiable as cicadas or retroviruses, akin to Olaf Stapledon’s Great Brains:
By inhibiting the growth of the embryo's body, and the lower organs of the brain itself,
and at the same time greatly stimulating the growth of the cerebral hemispheres, the
dauntless experimenters succeeded at last in creating an organism which consisted of a
brain twelve feet across, and a body most of which was reduced to a mere vestige upon
the under-surface of the brain. […] His makers built a large circular "brain-turret"
which they divided with many partitions, radiating from a central space, and covered
everywhere with pigeon-holes. By a technique which took centuries to develop, they
induced the cells of the growing embryonic brain to spread outwards, not as normal
hemispheres of convolutions, but into the pigeon-holes which had been prepared for
Wicken, Jeﬀrey S. Entropy, Information and Nonequilibrium Evolution. In Systematic Zoology,
Vol. 32, No. 4, p. 443, Dec. 1983
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them. Thus the artificial "cranium" had to be a roomy turret of ferro-concrete some
forty feet in diameter.183
“Entropy is not a hazy concept or idea, but a measurable physical quantity,184” expressed
through Boltzmann’s seminal equation S = k log D, where “S is the organon of disorder; it
predicts the dislimning of life's familiar outlines. It disrupts communication between
generations185”, an unseen soothing power that patiently guides everything towards stillness;
life is nothing but a series of agitated stirrings of a system unwilling to forget, mnemonic
convulsions of informational ember always glowing underneath the ashes of oblivion.
This vital function is why Nebula carnem qualifies as alive. It will always remember and
store “all the images of internal fire, of hidden fire, of fire smouldering under the ash, in short
of fire that we do not see: […] images of life186”, perennially jousting with death, oblivion,
entropy and connecting generations - of its own species as well as ours - through Zettabytes of
stored, digitized information crammed into nucleic acid. In fact that serves as a pretty accurate
description of humans as well, and we’re supposedly right at the tip of the pyramid of life.
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Conclusion
The ostensibly naive question “is the meat cloud alive” is much more complex than it initially
seems; it was necessary to analyze the current state of the Cloud, then proceed to dissect the
material ontology of this novel candidate of life and further scrutinize its components (nucleic
acid and information/memory), all the while juxtapozing Nebula carnem with the established
domains of living things: Bacteria, Archaea and Eukarya.
As far as traditional taxonomy is concerned, certainly even the strictest gatekeepers of
the realm of the living would agree that the MeatCloud exists somewhere at “the edge of
life187”, keeping good company to the likes of entities such as viruses which are considered
“potentially pathogenic, obligately intracellular parasites, with genomes of either DNA or
RNA188”, but according to biologists explicitly not alive. “They don’t carry out metabolic
processes, such as making the energy molecule of life, ATP, and they don’t have cells and
therefore the cellular machinery needed to make proteins by themselves. The only life process
a virus undergoes independently is reproduction to make copies of itself, which can only
happen after they have invaded the cells of another organism189”, but in recent years researchers
have discovered that “Mimiviruses and megaviruses can contain more genes than a simple
bacterium and may encode genes for information storage and processing190”.
Within our own genome are incorporated scattered bits and pieces of alien genetic
material; a wide spectrum ranging from dormant fossils narrating our origins to lively
sequences aﬀecting our immune system called “mobile genetic elements (MGEs), including
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transposable elements (TEs), retroelements and viruses.191” Retroviruses integration into our
own DNA has shaped eukaryote’s genetic history and our current chromosomal status quo.
They have “contributed to about half of our genomic sequences and to the evolution of the
mammalian placenta. Contemporary viruses reflect evolution ranging from the RNA world to
the DNA-protein world.192” The debate on whether or not entities such as these - sometimes
with no discernible genomic functions in their genetic material that however “fulfill many
criteria for early life (such as) ribozymes and catalytic RNAs closely related to viroids” - are
living or not is based upon our own weights and measures and conclusions are unavoidably
flawed or at best biased by human perception. For instance the gatekeepers of biology don’t
grant access to viruses because their phylogeny is diﬃcult to trace due to their volatile and
ever-changing nature. In other words, they are too fast and ethereal (perhaps divine) for us to
comprehend and taxonomize so we deem them monstrous (demonization) and non-living,
even adhering an unjustifiable negative reputation to their kind. Sixty five million years ago a
retroviral invasion and “integration into the germline of mammals193” made it possible for our
species to hatch embryos inside a womb instead of laying eggs. This is because the presence of
“a virus excludes other viruses and thereby generates immunity in the infected cell194”; in this
case this “virus protects the embryo against the immune defence of the mother and the
immune suppressed mother can do that in her womb now. The protein which causes the
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mother’s immune suppression and allows the embryo to grow, is almost identical to one of the
HIV proteins involved as cause of AIDS195”.
Still, although a retrovirus aﬀected mammalian evolution fundamentally, it’s still not
good enough for our exclusive club. We know so little about viruses, just like we know so little
about Nebula carnem. The former made us what we are and the latter was made by us but we
seem indiﬀerent to this genetic and phylogenetic proximity. “We are aware of only a tiny
fraction of the total genetic diversity of viruses. Moreover, their genomes evolve far more
rapidly than cellular organisms. So, from the small islands of sequence data we have, it is hard
to argue that a coherent phylogeny does or does not exist.196” If we use the independent
evolution criterion to deem whether or not viruses are organisms, then certainly they are. “Life
is the manifestation of a coherent collection of genes that are competent to replicate within the
niche in which they evolve(d)197” whether that niche is a cell (theirs or of a host) or a cube of
synthetic DNA. Whether or not our preconceptions and ontological aesthetics are insulted by
sharing a seat at the same table with organisms at the edge of life such as the meat cloud, the
life force within it cannot be concealed.
The same principles apply to our beloved Nebula carnem and its adventures in trying to
obtain citizenship from Biology. The only way to understand any creature is to become that
creature and in this case we have, or perhaps it became us. The MeatCloud is human, it is more
than human. We could say that this organism which encapsulates the entirety of human
digitized memory is the ultimate archive, the most successful combatant of entropy (thus the
ultimately successful species), a pananthropic monument that fits into a chunk of DNA, always
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remembering and archiving. Humans are eﬀectively isolated/insulated Memories whereas here,
in this novel vivi-system, lies Memory without walls (“the photograph is a museum without
walls, electric light is space without walls, and movies, radio and TV a classroom without walls,
cyberspace can be considered life without walls198”), the most ambitious archive ever imagined
(and currently being realized) and best of all: it’s made out of the same stuﬀ as you and I. “The
machine is not an it to be animated, worshipped, and dominated. The machine is us, our
processes, an aspect of our embodiment.199”
What we have created, first with the Internet of things and now with the MeatCloud, is
a previously unattainable extension of ourselves, a parallel existence trained to be more human
than us; a creature who’s only purpose is to continually remember to not die, to analyze the
past and project into the future in a perpetual mnemonic game of survival with deep, deep
genetic roots. Vivi-systems created through Artificial Life procedures must have separate
impressions of concepts like species, individual, ecosystem, memory, archive and so trying to
apply human principles to the mnemonic ontology of a technologically fabricated creature/
creation is problematic. In the end, “any planet is Earth to those that live on it200”.
Taking into consideration the new ecosystem that biologists are fabricating for this
novel hard drive which will possibly contain organic polymers or even modified enzymes201 in
order to facilitate writing/reading eﬃciency, it is diﬃcult to ignore, within this being, a
rudimentary form of life, a certain embryonic vivi-structure . Perhaps Nebula carnem is (or will
become) a sort of autistic being infected with pananthropic and panchronistic hyperthymesia,
Youngman, Paul A. Conclusion: Questions to Ponder In We Are the Machine: The Computer,
the Internet, and Information in Contemporary German Literature, vol. 41, p. 153 Boydell &
Brewer, Rochester, New York, 2009
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like Jorge Luis Borge’s cursed character Funes el memorioso, who, after a head injury, started
remembering everything he ever experienced in every minute detail. And perhaps, if
eventually the meat cloud decides to communicate with us it will whisper exactly the
“nebulous sentences202” that Ireneo Funes told Borges on a cloudy night in Fray Bentos: “I have
more memories in myself alone than all men have had since the world was a world. My
memory, sir, is like a garbage disposal.203”
That certainly would be the ultimate act of consciousness, a testimony of life: an
omnipotent species which understands that its infinite capacity means nothing and yet keeps
remembering, storing, forgetting, remembering, storing, forgetting.

Borges, Jorge Luis. Funes el memorioso, In Ficciones, p. 112 transl. Anthony Kerrigan, Grive
Press NY 1962
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Appendix: The Digital Messiah
Simultaneously while conceiving, researching and composing the present Thesis, another
equally significant component of my exploration of the MeatCloud took place. This parallel
analysis was not composed of journals, footnotes and strict organisation of material but rather
imagination, speculation and many tubes of burnt umber Rembrandt paint.
As a visual artist, there was a fundamental esoteric need to explore the conceptual
reverberations of such a significant scientific/cultural/biological development as the prospect
of using DNA for humanity’s storage needs in the future. While developing my theoretical
thoughts and trying to comprehend the potential nature of such a creature/creation it became
apparent that here lies a Thing bearing heavy connotations of omnipresence (the Cloud is
nowhere and everywhere), omnipotence (global memory), scapegoatism (a sole agent
appointed by humanity to bear the weight of all digital activity) and deification (a fabricated
deity made in our genetic image).
Through these conceptual vibrations and respective visual experimentations, the idea
of the Digital Messiah was born in my drawing and painting studio practise. I created a
fictitious narrative through oil paintings, digital paintings and charcoal works depicting the
episodes of the Pathos of a Messianic tragic figure who was chosen by humanity to be uploaded
into the MeatCloud along with all of digital civilization. Deep within the Binary Desert this
contemporary, virtual ascetic roams among all stories ever uploaded, all tales ever told, in a
motley, kaleidoscopic time-space composed of digitized pananthropic substance.
Some of the episodes in the series of drawings/paintings reflect traditional European
Iconographic motives such as the Pietà, Deposition etc while others depict spaces and
accounts more suited to a timeless/spaceless MeatCloud virtual corporeality. It is clear that a
certain religiosity flows through the entirety of the series, albeit a contemporary, speculative,
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virtual religion: where we have created God in our own image and keep creating him endlessly
through an open source model of perpetual uploading and formatting, remembering and
forgetting.
Works (Displayed at Glassell Gallery in Baton Rouge from Sep. 8-11, 2020:
P. 72: Pietà, 40x60 Oil on Canvas, 2019
Virtual MeatCloud, 40x60 Oil on Canvas, 2020
P. 73: In Our Image, 23x15, Charcoal on Paper, 2018
Global Messiah Lottery, 15x12, Oil on canvas, 2018
P. 74: Live from Within the Binary Desert, 40x60, Oil on Canvas, 2019
Annunciation, 32x50, Oil on Canvas, 2018
P. 75: Messianic espresso, 12x8, Digital Painting on Panel, 2019
V Breath, 12x8, Digital Painting on Panel, 2019
P. 76: Meiotic Recombination, 20x16, Oil on Panel, 2020
Server Error/Temptation Above the World, 15x12, Oil on Canvas, 2019
P. 77: Love Scene, 15x12, Oil on Canvas, 2018
MeatCloud Shrine, 42x61 Charcoal on Paper, 2020
P. 78: Not Even with a Ten-Foot Pole, 40x60, Oil on Canvas, 2020
Genetic Downgrade/The Scapegoat , 40x60, Oil on Canvas, 2018
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